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Abstract 
This study acknowledges the experiences of fonll'er teen mothers and identifies the 
specific supports that enabled them to continue their high school education. The study 
was conducted through narrative inquiry and explored the complex issues of teenage 
pregnancy and parenthood connected to educational attainment and aspiration. As a 
theoretical framework, the Circle of Courage, a model for developing and enhancing 
resilience, was used to explore the themes ofbelonging, mastery, independence and 
generosity as they relate to the lives of pregnant and parenting young women. This 
study may be of interest to the school district and other community agencies that provide 
support to pregnant and parenting teens. 
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at-risk 
Definition of Terms 
a concept that reflects a chance or probability of a poor life outcome (Moore, 
2006); a term that avoids blaming the child and points our attention toward the 
environmental hazards that need to be addressed (Brendtro, Brokenleg & Van 
Bockern, 2002). 
Circle of Courage 
a model for fostering resiliency that focuses on the fundamental needs of 
belonging, mastery, independence and generosity. (Brendtro, Brokenleg & Van 
Bockern, 2002) 
cultural connectedness 
the extent to which youth made efforts to learn about their ethnic/cultural group 
and how strongly they belonged to or felt attached to their group (Smith et al., 
2008) 
family connectedness 
relationships with parents and family 
moral purpose 
a strong commitment to making a positive difference; a passionate and persistent 
intensity to improve the life chances of learners by working with colleagues and 
community to provide young people with the highest possible quality learning 
experience (Kaser & Halbert, 2009) 
Northern Health Authority 
the largest health region in BC, providing health care services to 285,300 
residents of Northern BC in mainly rural and remote communities. Northern 
Health is organized into three Health Service Delivery Areas (HSDAs): the 
Northeast, the Northwest, and the Northern Interior. Each HSDA is divided into 
districts based on school district configurations. 
protective factors 
anything that promotes healthy youth development and reduces the risk of 
harmful behaviours (Building Resilience in Vulnerable Youth , McCreary Centre, 
2006); anything that prevents or reduces vulnerability 
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resilience 
the capacity of an individual to overcome difficult and challenging life 
circumstances and risk factors (Bryan, 2005); the ability to achieve in the midst 
of adversity (Payne, De Vol, & Dreussi Smith, 2009) 
school connectedness -
youth ' s relationships with teachers and their feelings about school. It includes 
how much youth feel their teachers care about them, how well they get along 
with teachers, and how much they feel they are a part of their school. (Making 
the Right Connections, McCreary Centre, 2011) 
service providers - any state, community, cultural, private or non-profit organization 
that provides health, education, social, cultural or fmancial programs or assistance 
social support-
"interactions with family members, friends, peers, and professionals that 
communicate information, esteem, aid, and understanding" (Letourneau, Stewart 
& Bamfather, 2004) 
storied experiences -
a narrative approach in qualitative research that puts life events into order and 
meaning; the recounted events of one' s life in a narrative 
teenage mother -live births to mothers under 20 years of age (BC Vital Statistics) 
teen pregnancy rate- ..... per 1000 births 
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Chapter 1 - The Issue 
Teen pregnancy and parenthood have been a reality for generations. In spite of 
the fact that many of our great-grandmothers were teens when they had their first born, 
they were married; their schooling, as limited as it may have been, was deemed complete 
and they were seen as capable and contributing members of society. Changes in 
Canadian society have made high school graduation just a starting point in one 's 
education and the average age of marriage has climbed to the late twenties. These 
changes have also relegated the teen mother to often be defined as a moral, social, health 
and economic problem. For some young women, however, having children is a conscious 
decision and an accepted lifestyle choice (Best Start: Ontario ' s Maternal, Newborn and 
Early Child Development Resource Centre & the Sex Information and Education Council 
of Canada, 2007; Guimond & Robitaille, 2008). 
Although there are many myths and assumptions about teen pregnancy and 
parenthood, the reality is that teen mothers often have their high school education 
disrupted or terminated, and are less likely to participate in further education or training. 
As a result, they are more likely to live in poverty given their limited employment options 
and earning potential. Furthermore, their children are also more likely to live in poverty, 
not graduate from high school, and become teen parents themselves (BC Representative 
for Children andY outh and BC Provincial Health Officer, [BCRCY & BCPHO], 201 0; 
Best Start, 2007). 
In British Columbia, less than 4% of births are to teenage women, but in the 
Northern Health Authority region, teenage females account for nearly 10% of births (The 
Source, 2011). In addition, 25.7% ofBC's Aboriginal children live in the Northern 
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Region and the fertility rate of First Nations teenage girls in Canada "is seven times 
higher than that of other Canadian teenagers" (Guimond & Robitaille, 2008, p. 49). 
2 
There is no doubt that teen mothers are an at-risk, vulnerable group of young 
women, but their courage, strength and resilience in navigating their circumstances 
should not be underestimated. Neither should they be marginalized for making the 
choice to keep and raise their children, a choice that is sometimes made for valid personal 
or cultural reasons. A more productive and inclusive approach to the issue of teen 
pregnancy and parenthood would be for communities to provide appropriate supports to 
ensure that the physical and mental health issues and educational aspirations of young 
mothers are met. To quote a UNICEF publication, "The true measure of a nation' s 
standing is how well it attends to its children -their health and safety, their material 
security, their education and socialization, and their sense ofbeing loved, valued, and 
included in the families into which they are born" (BCRCY & BCPHO, 2010, cover). 
A recent McCreary Centre study (20 11) stated that there are protective factors that 
can help improve health and "reduce the potential harms associated with being in 
vulnerable situations" (Smith, Stewart, Hoogeveen, Saewyc, & McCreary, 2011 , p. 45). 
One of the prominent and consistent protective factors for positive mental health is 
school connectedness, which is defmed as youths ' relationships with teachers and their 
feelings about school. More specific to this project, is that "for females in nearly every 
vulnerable group, school connectedness was an even stronger protective factor than 
family connectedness for good or excellent health" (Smith et al., 2011, p. 46). 
Given the high teen pregnancy rate, accepting and welcoming teenage mothers in 
the school system and supporting them in their education, career, and parenting goals is 
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an important objective for northern British Columbia school districts. Therefore, the 
purpose of this qualitative narrative research project was to identify the specific supports 
that enabled these pregnant and parenting young women in one northwestern BC 
community to continue their high school education. I chose to investigate what these 
supports might be with a narrative inquiry, asking former teen mothers to tell their stories 
in retrospect. Although there is ample numerical data, I believe that those who work with 
teen mothers or who develop programs and policies for them will be better informed by 
some of the stories behind the numbers. 
Significance of the Study 
Northern British Columbia has the highest teenage pregnancy rate in the province 
and the number of small, isolated communities in the north increases the challenge of 
providing adequate, effective supports for teenage mothers. As suggested by youth in the 
McCreary Centre Study Fact Sheet (2008), the following issues needed to be addressed 
regarding services for pregnant and parenting youth: ensure sexual health and pregnancy 
services are culturally appropriate and sensitive; reduce prejudice amongst service 
providers against girls and young women who are pregnant or parenting; support 
parenting youth to be physically and mentally healthy; and, make it easier for youth who 
are parenting to attend school. Given the high teen pregnancy rate in the local area, I 
believe it is imperative that educators and service providers look specifically at the needs 
of young women in our community and the programs and supports that former teenage 
mothers believe were most beneficial for them. The position of the school district in 
providing these services, or connecting students with community agencies that provide 
such services, or in advocating for the development of such services in our community is 
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strategic; the moral imperative or moral purpose of school leadership as championed by 
Fullan (2003) and Kaser and Halbert (2009) is about serving all children and making a 
difference in the lives of each and every student. 
Statement of Purpose and Research Question 
4 
Much of the research on the subject is focused on teen pregnancy prevention, but 
the fact is, that in northern British Columbia teenagers are having babies and keeping 
them. Consequently, there is a need to identify the supports needed by these young 
women in order for them to continue with their education, if they so wish. For many teen 
mothers, it is pregnancy and parenthood that bring them back to school to complete their 
high school education. In continuing their education, however, pregnant and parenting 
teens face many challenges. Access to the regular school system, as well as to alternate 
programs, is often thwarted by middle class norms and judgmental attitudes, in addition 
to the demands of early motherhood and a lack of affordable childcare. There is also 
need for long term follow up research on the effectiveness of programs, which is often 
difficult as participants move on with their lives and out of the community (Best Start, 
2007). 
In this study, I explored the lived experiences of teen mothers in a northwest 
British Columbia community and identified the key components required to support 
pregnant and parenting young women in successfully meeting their educational goals. 
Given the complexity of teen pregnancy and parenthood, the educational needs of these 
young women cannot be separated from their physical, financial, social and emotional 
needs. 
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The research question was: What are the specific supports that former teen 
mothers in a northwest BC community now view as enabling them to continue their high 
school education? Increased knowledge about the supports that schools and community 
agencies can provide to teen mothers may lead to better life opportunities, both in their 
lives and the lives of their children. I envision that the information presented in the 
findings from this study may inform decisions about teen parent support programs as well 
as educational practices affecting teen mothers in our community. The meaningful 
involvement of former teen mothers in educating service providers, through the sharing 
of their personal experiences, has potential to lead to maintenance of or the addition to 
services offered. 
The Personal Meaning of this Study 
I always wanted to be a teacher because I love learning and I was fortunate to start 
my career in my hometown in 1981. I returned home to encourage students to explore 
the world beyond the parameters of our community, while at the same time 
acknowledging that it is a great community to return to and to live in. Of the many roles 
and responsibilities that I have had in the last thirty years, the most memorable, 
educational and inspiring experiences have occurred when I was working with 
vulnerable, yet resilient, students. 
While I was on maternity leave in 1987, I worked as a hospital-homebound 
teacher with a teen mother in grade 12 who was home with her baby. Shortly thereafter, I 
learned that the school district was considering a program for pregnant and parenting 
youth and I immediately informed the board office of my interest in the program. The 
job was mine, and although I had little experience in alternate education, I was a new 
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mother myself and I could immediately relate to the students on that level. In fact, two of 
the girls in the program in the first year had been in the hospital having their babies the 
same week as me. As the teacher/coordinator of a teen parent program for the next ten 
years, I realized how important it was to have the young parents feel that they were 
welcome in the public school system. Regardless of their age or the stigma that society 
might attach to them, these young women would be the parents of school aged children 
within five years and if they did not feel that the public school system respected and 
included them, then they were not likely to prepare their children for a positive school 
experience. If the mothers did not have a positive connection to school, then what 
parental support would their children have when they entered the system in kindergarten? 
I hoped that having a sense of belonging would enable the teen mothers to be actively 
involved in their children ' s education and in being so, perhaps the cycle of poverty, poor 
school achievement and teen pregnancy could be averted in their children ' s lives. 
I have many examples of the successes of the students I supported, and it is with 
pride that I watch the babies I once held in my arms cross the stage at commencement 
ceremonies. I also see the results of not being able to change the paths that some were on 
because I did not have the time or ability to connect them to someone or something that 
they could believe in, including themselves, or the services they required were not 
available in our community. I am grateful that the teen parent program still exists and is 
embedded in the school system, but I am concerned that it may not fully meet the needs 
of all teen mothers. 
As a school counselor for the past sixteen years, I believe that I have developed 
trusting and productive relationships with students, parents, colleagues and community 
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agencies and members. It is in the questions that I ask and the time that I take to listen to 
the answers that I gain the respect and trust of those with whom I work and interact. It is 
not usually what I do for them, but I what I allow them to do for themselves that makes 
the difference. Thus, an empowering research methodology is appropriate to my teacher 
leadership style and moral purpose as an educator (Kaser & Halbert, 2009). Asking 
former teen mothers to describe supports that contributed to their success continues to 
acknowledge their worth and works to overcome the stigma with which they may have 
lived because of early motherhood. 
Ten years ago, I attended a Reclaiming Youth International Conference and 
became more knowledgeable about the Circle of Courage (Brendtro, Brokenleg & Van 
Bockem, 2002), a holistic Native American philosophy of child development, as a model 
for building positive cultures in schools and youth programs. The Circle of Courage 
identifies four fundamental human needs: belonging, mastery, independence and 
generosity (Brendtro et al. , 2002). In it I found a philosophy that closely matched my 
own, one that views the education of children as the highest function of the nation, and I 
believe it is a philosophy of life for all people, not just for education and youth. 
Reclaiming Youth International is an organization that models the intense moral purpose 
required in education with a particular emphasis on youth at risk. I believe that moral 
purpose is the most important aspect of public education and it is why I went into 
teaching. The mindset of intense moral purpose, as described by Kaser and Halbert 
(2009), explores the passion and drive of effective education leaders in creating success 
and deep learning for all students. As a teacher with intense moral purpose, I am one of 
many who "are determined to improve the life chances of their learners by working with 
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their colleagues and community to provide young people with the highest possible quality 
learning experience"(Kaser & Halbert, 2009, p. 23) . 
I am hoping that this study will enlighten and empower the women whose stories 
will bring to light the services they remember as most effective and needed in supporting 
them to continue their education as teen mothers. I also expect to be enlightened and 
empowered myself, in my role as researcher and informal educational leader, as I draw 
on my personal strengths and experiences to contribute, in a unique way, to the 
community (Covey, 2004). Finally, I hope for a community that is willing to attend to 
the evidence provided and draw from it ideas that will enhance services to meet the needs 
of young mothers. In the lives of teen mothers, both past and present, I envision this 
research project fulfilling the needs of belonging, mastery, independence and generosity 
and strengthening the community' s capacity to maintain and enhance supports to better 
meet their needs. 
Theoretical Framework 
Teenage pregnancy and parenthood statistics provide the numbers, but the 
numbers do not tell the stories. In order to understand the issue, the voices of the young 
women who have lived the experience and whose needs are best identified through their 
stories must be heard. A subjective, qualitative approach best met this goal. 
Because of my belief in the value of personal and subjective experience to inform 
educators and policy makers, I proposed a qualitative narrative inquiry. As a social 
constructivist researcher, I co-created understanding with the participants. This demands 
"intense active listening and giving the narrator full voice. However, because it is 
collaboration, both voices are heard" (Marshall & Rossman, 1995, pp. 86-87). Given that 
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all of the participants were teen mothers, and pregnancy is only experienced by females, 
and I as the researcher am female, this project was viewed through a gendered lens (The 
Source, 2011). A feminist approach to personal narrative gives power and voice to an 
often silenced and oppressed group of women. Furthermore, "starting from the lives of 
women is critical because it allows women to define themselves, and in doing so, they 
resist stereotypes, racism, and objectification, and they validate their own experiences" 
(Bloom, 1998, p. 145). Through narrative inquiry, the unique voices of experience 
inform us, education and community leaders, as to what we need to do in our practice to 
better meet the needs of teen mothers. The women are the experts and we have much to 
learn from them, and, thus, the interviews were more like conversations which were 
interviewee guided versus researcher guided, characteristic of feminist phenomenological 
interviews (Bloom, 1998). 
Parameters of Study 
In this study I was not looking for a generic response to supporting teen mothers, 
but rather a very specific set of resources for the young women in this community and 
school district. Given this school district's cultural diversity, including more than 59% 
First Nations members, and its isolated geographic location, the supports required may 
differ from other northern communities or provincial health regions. As stated in the 
Growing Up in BC 2010 report, "Effective solutions to what appear to be similar 
challenges may require differentiated response - which types of services work best with 
which young people in which circumstances" (BCRCY & BCPHO, 2010, p. 45). 
I focused on the storied experiences of young women who were students in a teen 
parent education program between 1987 and 1995 when I was the teacher/coordinator, 
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and so this study was temporally bounded. Because narrative inquiry is a labour 
intensive undertaking and generates vast amounts of data, I asked five women to share 
their stories. The participants included Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal mothers, some 
who still live in the community, and some who do not, some who have a maintained a 
personal connection with me over the years, and some who have not. In one sense, this 
was a long term follow up to identify the personal effectiveness, or lack thereof, of 
resources and supports in this community for teenage mothers during the specific years. 
What it is not, is an evaluation of the school district's current teen parent program, 
although those connected with the current program may fmd the study informative. 
Summary 
10 
Given my desire to improve the life chances of students in our school district and 
my past experience with an in-school teen parent program, I believe it is important to 
identify the specific supports required in our community to enable young women to 
complete high school. High teenage pregnancy and birth rates in northwest BC continue 
to be a concern, and I hope that the information provided by former teen mothers as they 
shared their stories offers valuable information to better meet the needs oftoday' s young 
mothers. Making a difference in the lives of teen mothers not only increases their 
chances of life success, but also that of their children. 
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Chapter 2 -Literature Review 
Teenage pregnancy and parenthood are the subjects of much research and many 
publications which, for the most part, view teenage childbearing as both a social and 
health problem and often focus on preventing the problem. There is an abundance of 
statistical health information available on teen pregnancy, in addition to information on 
programs designed to meet the health needs of pregnant and parenting teenagers and their 
children. Many of the studies I found focused on specific programs that dealt with one 
aspect of teenage pregnancy or parenthood, and were mostly related to maternal and 
infant health, child development or parenting issues. Although school programs for 
young parents exist, I found limited evidence of what supports, other than on-site daycare 
and flexible scheduling, were deemed most useful in enabling teen mothers to continue 
their education. I believe an integrated school and community approach is required to 
deal with the very complex issues associated with teenage childbearing and educational 
aspirations. As stated by Amin, Browne, Ahmed and Sato (2006), "the assumption 
underlying a model of comprehensive and integrated services is that most pregnant teens 
are not well served by [the] typical fragmented service delivery system designed to deal 
separately with their educational, social, economical, psychological, and health needs" (p. 
173). Furthermore, very little research included the voices of the young women involved 
in such programs so an important source of understanding has been overlooked. Because 
the purpose of this study was an analysis of the storied experiences of teen mothers in 
order to identify the specific supports that enable pregnant and parenting young women 
in our community to continue their high school education, I was interested in a theoretical 
or conceptual framework, as well as research, that identified ways to support the well-
being and success of young mothers. 
/ 
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Chapter Two develops several of the trends and theories introduced in the first 
chapter in hopes that the knowledge would help prepare me to gather data and inform my 
analysis of the data. I reviewed the statistics pertaining to teenage pregnancy and 
parenthood in view of health concerns, socioeconomic status, education outcomes and 
labour market participation. I examine statistics regarding Aboriginal teen mothers and 
reviewed cultural considerations. The following sections move away from the 
quantitative data to a more holistic theoretical framework focusing on the concept of 
resilience and the protective factors that promote it. I present the Circle of Courage as a 
conceptual framework, and explore the themes of belonging, mastery, independence and 
generosity, as they relate to the lives of pregnant and parenting young women. A 
discussion of community-school collaboration for providing support to pregnant and 
parenting young mothers concludes the chapter. 
Teenage Pregnancy and Parenthood: The Statistics 
Although rates of teenage pregnancy are on the decline in Canada, falling from 
35.7 to 13 .6 over the past two decades (Luong, 2008), this is not the case in the Northern 
Health region of our province. BC Vital Statistics (2009) indicate that the teenage 
mother birthrate in the Northern Health Authority was 80.93 compared to the provincial 
average of 33 .29, and in our Health Service Delivery Area (HSDA) district the teenage 
mother birthrate is 50% higher again. The Northern Health Authority has three times the 
provincial average of Aboriginal children between the ages of 0 -17 and proportionately 
more children in the population than the rest of BC, and it has recognized that "this 
young population has unique health needs and can be difficult to reach for a number of 
reasons. The consistently high teen pregnancy and birth rates in northern BC may be 
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reflective of this challenge as it is assumed that most pregnancies among teens are 
unintended" (Northern Health Authority, 2011 , p. 9). Furthermore, the Northern Health 
Authority (20 11) admits that "a significant number of children and youth in northern 
British Columbia are considered to be ' at risk.' ... For example ... many children are living 
in poverty" (p. 9). Teenage pregnancy and parenthood bring with them many 
consequences that affect not only the mother and child, but her family, the community 
and society. Researchers have documented the adverse effects of teenage pregnancy and 
parenthood including health risks for mothers and babies, socioeconomic disadvantage, 
limited educational opportunities and a repetitive cycle of children having children 
(BCRCY & BCPHO, 2010; Best Start, 2007; Letourneau, Stewart & Barnfather, 2004; 
Luong, 2008; McCreary, 2008). 
Health Concerns 
Statistics indicate that adolescent mothers are more likely to deliver early and 
have low birth weight babies, both conditions that can be the result of poor prenatal 
nutrition, a lack of prenatal care and substance use (Guimond & Robitaille, 2008; 
Rotermann, 2007). Additionally, the children of adolescents have a higher incidence of 
cognitive and social-emotional developmental difficulties, including Fetal Alcohol 
Syndrome/Fetal Alcohol Effects, poor school performance and behavourial problems 
(Blackstock, Clarke, Cullen, D 'Hondt, & Formsma, 2004; Letourneau et al. , 2004). A 
common assumption is that these consequences are the result of the age of the mother. 
Current research, however, indicates that these health risks may be related more to the 
socioeconomic status of the mothers than their age (Best Start, 2007; Luong, 2008). 
Furthermore, adolescent mothers are more likely to suffer from depression which may 
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have significant repercussions for both them and their children (Blackstock et al., 2004; 
Sadler, Swartz, Ryan-Krause, Seitz, Meadows-Oliver, Grey, & Clemens, 2007). The 
Northern Health Authority (2011) identified mental health and substance use issues to be 
"endemic" in Northern rural communities, and although they do not provide statistics by 
age group, one can assume that teenage mothers would make up part of this demographic. 
Additionally, the Northwest Health Service Delivery Area (HSDA) has the highest child-
abuse rates in the province. 
Socioeconomic Status 
Although many teenage mothers live in poor conditions and lack fmancial 
resources, it may not be their decision to parent that causes their poverty. Studies 
indicate that high rates of pregnancy are associated with low socioeconomic status (Best 
Start, 2007; Luong, 2008; McCreary, 2008). The link between teenage childbearing and 
a poor socioeconomic outcome may not be causal; in fact, the probability of being 
disadvantaged later on in life may be due to having a disadvantaged family background 
from the start (Best Start, 2007; Luong, 2008). It is the culture of poverty that prevails. 
There is no doubt, however, that young mothers are at "an elevated risk of single 
parenthood and an increased dependence on income assistance" (Guimond & Robitaille, 
2008, p. 50). As noted by the Northern Health Authority (2011), " ... the Northwest and 
Northern Interior HSDAs have the highest percentage of children living in families 
receiving income assistance. In other words, many children are living in poverty" (p. 9). 
The report also stated that these figures did not include the high number of children in the 
region who live on First Nations reserves. 
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Education outcomes 
For many young women, bearing children in their teenage years disrupts their 
education and they are less likely to complete high school as a result of dropping out or 
being pushed out (Best Start, 2007; Luong, 2008). On the other hand, the responsibility 
of motherhood motivates many young women to complete school in order to improve 
their chances of providing a better life for themselves and their children. The likelihood 
of a teen parent completing high school may have more to do with her parents' education 
level, than with her circumstance, however. "Even parents who completed only high 
school were positively related to the likelihood of completing high school and 
postsecondary studies for women" (Luong, 2008, p. 9). It would appear supporting a 
young mother to complete her high school education will positively influence her 
children ' s educational outcomes, particularly those of her daughters. 
For First Nations women who had children in their teens, the statistics for school 
completion are alarming. "According to the 2001 Census of Canada, First Nations 
women aged 25 to 29 who had a child in their teens were twice as likely (20%) not to 
have completed Grade 9 than other First Nations mothers (I 0%) and other Canadian 
teenage mothers (8%)" (Guimond & Robitaille, 2008, p. 50). Unfortunately, the 
Northern Health Authority (2011) also reports that the academic achievement and high 
school graduation rates in the area fall far behind those of the rest of British Columbia. A 
study that interviewed twenty-five young mothers and fourteen of their service providers 
in Prince George, BC, identified 'ageing out' of school as a problem; the education 
supports were reduced or removed once a young woman turned nineteen (Shoveller, 
Chabot, Johnson & Prkachin, 2010). 
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As a society, we know that educational success usually provides opportunities for 
better socioeconomic futures , as the more education a person has the more likely they are 
to have better employment prospects and increased earnings. I found limited information, 
though, on the effectiveness of supports or programs that exist to assist teen mothers to 
continue or complete their high school education; only 3 of the 19 studies of support-
education interventions identified by Letourneau et al. , (2004) made reference to high 
school completion. It appears, however, that comprehensive school-based parent support 
programs, whether in the mainstream school setting or in alternative settings, in addition 
to on-site infant/toddler childcare offer promising outcomes (Amin et al. , 2006; Sadler et 
al. , 2007). It seems imperative that educational opportunities for pregnant and parenting 
teens in northern BC must exist, as "it is becoming clear that there are improved 
outcomes for both teen mothers and their children if the young mothers are able to remain 
in school and complete their high school education, which places them in a better 
position to prepare for college, specialized training, or employment" (Sadler et al. , 2007, 
p. 122). 
Labour Market Participation 
Teen pregnancy and parenthood can not only disrupt a young woman' s education, 
but it can also delay her entry in to the workforce and relegate her to a life of low income; 
" . .. because job related skills acquisition and significant earning growth are concentrated 
at the start of one ' s career, teenage motherhood may affect a woman ' s long term wage 
rates" (Luong, 2008, p. 9) . Economic disadvantage and limited employment 
opportunities can be overcome, however. According to Luong's (2008) study, education 
matters more than family background. The study showed that "teenage mothers with a 
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high school diploma were no different than the reference group" (Luong, 2008, p. 1 0) 
with regards to the impact of teenage childbearing on labour force attachment. These 
results suggest that supporting teen mothers in completing high school not only improves 
their socioeconomic future, but also that of their children. 
Cultural Considerations 
North American, middle class, mores often present the idea that a successful life 
for a woman is one that follows the sequential route of education, career, marriage and 
children. This is not the norm of many families, communities or cultures, however. 
Traditional First Nations culture has always honoured children and places the child at the 
center of family and community life. The reality, however, is that for some Aboriginal 
youth caught between reserve and urban life, traditional culture and contemporary North 
American culture, early motherhood can greatly " increase the vulnerability of a young 
First Nation woman who is already disadvantaged socio-economically by reason of her 
cultural background and gender" (Guimond & Robitaille, 2008, p. 50). 
Although there has been a decrease in general in Canadian fertility rates over the 
past fifty years, this is not the case for Aboriginal teenage girls whose fertility rates are 
seven times higher than that of other Canadian teenagers (Guimond & Robitaille, 2008; 
Quinless, 2006). In addition, Aboriginal peoples have not experienced the trend toward 
delayed first births (Luong, 2008; Rotermann, 2007). Olsen (2005) stated: 
At first glance, poverty, social disruption, and lack of opportunity could be seen 
as primary causes of the high number of teen parents in First Nations 
communities ... The reasons seem simple enough- that is, until the idea that First 
Nations societies have been devastated is considered fully and that, as Kim 
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Anderson believes, "The political, social , emotional, and practical response to 
[this devastation] has been to reproduce in spite of it all ". She argues, "It's 
simple: when a people are under siege it is imperative to reproduce." (p. 25) 
Guimond and Robitaille (2008) also viewed the high fertility rate as "a true richness" (p. 
51), but were clear that "disregarding early motherhood and its intergenerational 
consequences ... certainly does not serve to leverage this richness since it contributes to 
perpetuating the dependence of First Nations families and communities" (p. 51). 
Whatever the reasons for the high fertility rate among First Nations young women, sexual 
health is a concern for both adults and youth in British Columbia according to a 2012 
McCreary Centre study. "The lack of education and awareness about contracting 
sexually transmitted infections (STI' s) and HIV, and the realities of becoming a parent at 
a young age were considered particular areas of concern, as was the impact these 
experiences could have on young people ' s mental and emotional well-being" (Tsuruda, 
Hoogeveen, Smith, Poon, Saewyc & McCreary Centre Society, 2012, p. 48). 
Olsen's (2005) narrative and analytical research ofthe stories from thirteen Coast 
Salish teen mothers was one of the few projects I found that included the voices of the 
young women. "This is not an academic treatise or a text book. The events and 
experiences recorded here are real. The statistics speak for themselves; so have the 
young women involved" (Olsen, 2005 . p. 17). As Olsen (2005) also stated, 
First Nations teen mothers are key to the success of First Nation ' s goals to build 
strong communities. They are the women who determine the strength of families 
and the health of their young people, and who pass on critical cultural information 
to the next generation. Teen mothers are a vital First Nation resource, and the 
cost of ignoring them is too high. (p. 27) 
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Once again, the importance of supporting young mothers to overcome the challenges of 
early parenthood and fulfill their personal potential and dreams in life is evident. 
Resilience 
Knowledge of the concept of resilience has grown much over the past decades 
and is particularly useful for the education and social services system in dealing with at-
risk and vulnerable youth, and there is no doubt that teenage mothers are an at-risk 
population. "Resilience is the capacity of an individual to overcome difficult and 
challenging life circumstances and risk factors. Educational resilience is the ability of 
children to succeed academically despite risk factors that make it difficult for them to 
succeed" (Bryan, 2005, p. 220). Teen mothers need to be resilient, and this can be 
achieved by providing protective factors which can reduce the perceived and real 
negative effects of their choice to have and keep their babies. Protective factors , which 
include the things or people that promote healthy development and prevent or reduce the 
risk of harmful behaviours, are key in enabling at-risk youth to build strength and 
resilience (Brendtro et al. , 2002; Bryan, 2005; CCL- The Learning Partnership, 2009; 
Payne, DeVol & Dreussi Smith, 2009; Saewyc, Wang, Chittenden, Murphy & The 
McCreary Centre Society, 2006; Smith, Stewart, Peled, Poon, Saewyc & the McCreary 
Centre Society, 2009; Smith et al. , 2011). The Circle of Courage, a model for developing 
and enhancing resilience, is based on four components necessary to build resilience -
belonging, mastery, independence and generosity; these are also the themes that I will to 
use in analyzing the data in my research. 
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The Circle of Courage 
Combining contemporary research on learning and positive youth development 
with indigenous values and models, Brendtro et al. , (2002) identified four fundamental 
needs that foster resiliency and encourage individuals to reach their potential: belonging, 
mastery, independence and generosity. For teenage mothers, meeting these four needs is 
as essential to their own development as it is to their children ' s development. To belong 
is to be accepted, attached and loved; it means being part of a family or a community, and 
involves building relationships and trusting others. Mastery involves being competent, 
successful, and motivated; it includes being creative, persistent and a problem solver. It 
means learning and having opportunities for success which in turn provide both inner 
satisfaction and social recognition. Independence does not mean going it alone, but rather 
being confident, assertive, responsible and autonomous. It includes having a sense of 
control over one ' s behavior, life and environment and having freedom and choice. It also 
includes positive leadership and self-discipline. Generosity involves giving to and 
helping others, and includes caring, sharing, empathy and support. It means knowing that 
you have a purpose in life. The needs of young mothers as well as the protective factors 
to support them can be placed in each of these themes. 
Belonging. Positive, supportive relationships are one of the most important 
factors in anyone ' s life and the foundation for fostering mastery, independence and 
generosity. (Brendtro et al. , 2002) Young mothers are at risk of becoming isolated, as 
they find themselves at home with their babies, unable to attend school and detached 
from their peers. Both as a new mother and as an adolescent, attachment, connectedness, 
and relationships are key factors in promoting health and success. As stated in the 
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McCreary study, Building Resilience in Vulnerable Youth (2006), "the most potent 
protective factors for vulnerable teens include positive relationships in key settings: 
connectedness to people at school and in their families" (Saewyc et al. , 2006, p.6). 
Letourneau et al., (2004) defined social support "as interactions with family members, 
friends, peers, and health professionals that communicate information, esteem, aid, and 
understanding" (p. 515). I believe that the term health professionals can be substituted 
with any service provider or professional, including teachers, counselors, social workers 
and support workers. Letourneau, et al., (2004) also stated that "social support is a key 
factor when young mothers and their children succeed in spite of major challenges"(p. 
509) and identified it as "a coping resource that may be called upon to foster resiliency 
and coping with the transition to the demands of new motherhood" (p. 515). According 
to Letourneau et al., (2004) the mother of the teen mother was rated as the most valuable 
source of social support, followed by the child' s father. In many instances, unfortunately, 
this support may not be forthcoming. Sadler et al., (2007) identified high-quality school-
based parent support and child care centers as providing such social support, however. 
School connectedness, therefore, may provide improved outcomes for both young 
mothers and their children. "Teen mothers who are able to remain connected to their 
high schools have fewer subsequent births during adolescence, better long-term economic 
outcomes for their family, and better behavioural, social and academic development of 
their children" (Sadler, et al., 2007, p. 122). 
Programs can offer support and a sense of community to at-risk youth, including 
pregnant and parenting teens, because they provide a place to belong, and it is often the 
adults within these programs that cultivate such an environment. "Positive individual 
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relationships between adults and youth are the foundation of successful programs of 
education, group care and treatment" (Brendtro, et al. , 2002, p. 88). If "schools can 
provide positive social environments and help isolated youth develop a sense of 
belonging" (Saewyc et al. , 2006, p. 25), then including pregnant and parenting teens in 
regular school settings will result in more positive life chances for the young women. It 
appears that it is not only the existence of programs to support teen parents that is 
important but also the quality of the adults who work within them. For teenage mothers, 
a number of programs and caring adults are required to support them in their 
development and that of their children, and in helping them meet their educational goals. 
Mastery. Being competent and successful in today' s world often starts with 
achieving high school completion. Having education goals and career aspirations are 
important to all youth, but for teen mothers they may make the difference between a life 
of challenge and a life of choice. Sadler et al. , (2007) recognized that "all teenagers, 
including adolescent mothers, need to attend school to be able to prepare for the next 
stages in their young adult lives (p. 123). As Brendtro et al. , stated, "The competent child 
will expect success, but learn to surmount adversity" (p. 94). There are many challenges 
in a young mother ' s life that she must learn to overcome, and she may require many 
supports and opportunities to do so. 
In her role as an adolescent, the teen mother needs to gain self-confidence and 
self-esteem and address her own developmental needs and stresses; she needs to develop 
her own personal resources. For many teen mothers, their own lives are put on hold as 
they take on the responsibility of motherhood. According to Letourneau et al., (2004), 
"adolescent mothers exhibit more identity difficulties, less autonomy, more difficulties 
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with trust, and lower self-esteem than non-parenting adolescents, all factors that may 
interfere with parenting ability" (p. 515). Consequently, there are many supports 
required to help a young mother continue or complete her high school education, while 
she simultaneously learns how to cope with the challenges of motherhood. 
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As a mother, a parenting teen needs to learn to care for her child emotionally, 
physically and fmancially and become an effective parent by providing appropriate 
support during all of her child ' s developmental stages. These are skills and knowledge 
not usually offered in public education and defmitely not offered in a role modeling 
environment that would foster parent-infant relationships. Therefore, programs for young 
parents that focus on parent-child interactions, post-natal health, child development 
knowledge and nutrition need to exist to complement the young mother' s education 
without interfering with her high school education. A school-based transition to 
parenthood model for pregnant teens, as described by Sadler et al. , (2007) "focuses 
particularly on the young mother' s personal resources (self-efficacy, self-esteem, level of 
depression), and the mother' s environmental sources of stress and social support (family 
relationships, complex partner relationships, and/or formal community-based parent 
support programs) that predict parental competence, which is related to child 
development and behaviour" (p. 123). These supports will not only help teen mothers 
survive, but will likely enable them to thrive. Being a competent mother is as important 
as completing one ' s education and embarking on one' s future aspirations. 
Independence. If the needs of belonging and mastery are met, then the power to 
make decisions comes naturally if one has the opportunity to do so. This may be more 
difficult for pregnant and parenting teenagers than for other teenagers. In order for a 
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young mother to attend school, it is most likely that she will need access to daycare, 
which may or may not be covered by subsidies. Financing daycare and ongoing child 
expenses requires that a teen mother have a source of income or support. Either she 
needs to be dependent on someone or she needs to support herself. Because she has not 
likely completed high school, her employability skills will be minimal and she will be 
relegated to entry-level jobs that will have her living below the poverty line. Attending 
school and attaining her high school diploma is a step in ensuring that her future holds 
possibilities for employment and satisfaction; therefore, affordable, consistent day care is 
a necessity. 
In addition to needing to become financially self-supporting, pregnant and parenting 
teens need to attend to their adolescence developmental tasks and adapt to motherhood. 
As stated by Olsen (2005), "pregnant teenagers exist in limbo: not adult, not typical 
teenager, not mother, no longer child- and it' s hard for them and for their families to 
make sense of that" (p. 92). Letourneau et al., (2004) recognized that "adolescent parents 
typically experience a 'dual developmental crisis ' in which the developmental tasks of 
adolescence conflict with the tasks of early parenthood" (p. 515-516). This dual 
developmental process was also highlighted by Sadler, et al. , (2007): 
Because teen mothers are still teenagers, they need to attend to their own adolescent 
developmental tasks while taking on complex maternal roles and responsibilities. 
Success in this dual developmental process requires much support (usually from 
family) as well as specialized teen parent support programs. (p. 123) 
It may be difficult for young mothers to be confident when so much of what is happening 
to them and around them is beyond their control. Brendtro et al., (2002) stated, "Growth 
towards independence does not mean that a young person no longer has a need for 
nurturance. As Maier puts it, ' Children ' s ability to separate and manage on their own is 
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anchored in the degree of security of their attachments"' (pp. 55 -56). Amin et al., (2006) 
suggested that comprehensive school-based programs for pregnant and parenting teens 
are needed for "shaping their healthy development, stability, productivity, and long-term 
self-sufficiency and well-being" (p. 174). Young mothers need both the support and the 
opportunities to demonstrate their ability to manage their lives and shape their world, for 
they have been "thrust into the world of adults without any preparation" (Olsen, 2005, p. 
94). School-based teen parent programs can help promote such self-efficacy. 
Generosity. When people have the opportunity to give to others, they develop as 
caring people. Motherhood usually thrusts women in to the role of caregiver and young 
mothers learn quickly that they must share what they have with their child. Nurturing a 
child is just one aspect of generosity. In First Nations culture, "core values of sharing 
and community responsibility [are] deeply ingrained in the community" (Brendtro et al., 
2002, p. 58). In addition, "Native culture shares with Western democracy the 
fundamental tenet of responsibility for the welfare of all others in the community" 
(Brendtro et al. , 2002, p. 59). The Circle of Courage philosophy includes the belief that 
"altruism is the ultimate resource for coping with life ' s conflicts, for in reaching out to 
help another, one breaks free from preoccupation with the self' (Brendtro, et al. , 2002, p. 
59). When teen mothers actively support one another and help to serve the community 
by sharing their knowledge they are demonstrating generosity. 
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Community-School Collaboration 
Serving the community is hopefully a moral purpose of most professional and service 
providers working with youth. Addressing the social, emotional, physical and financial 
needs of teenage mothers, so that schools can focus on the education of students, requires 
that schools work collaboratively with other service providers to ensure teenage mothers ' 
success in school and life. Dr. Michael Ungar, with the School of Social Work at 
Dalhousie University, provided a broader definition of resilience that focuses on the 
interaction between individuals and the world in which they live: "The capacity of 
individuals to navigate to resources that sustain well-being; the capacity of individuals' 
environments to provide resources; and the capacity of individuals, their families and 
communities to negotiate culturally meaningful ways for resources to be shared" (CCL-
The Learning Partnership, 2009, p. 5). When teen mothers, their families, communities, 
schools, social service and health agencies work together, the possibilities for success are 
greatly increased, and teen mothers can be seen as "at promise" rather than "at risk" 
(CCL-The Learning Partnership, 2009, p. 15). Focusing on a positive approach, 
identifying strengths rather than deficits, possibilities rather than problems, is key to 
promoting success in school and life. With regards to teen mothers, the purpose of 
community-school partnerships is to foster student achievement and resilience, because 
schools alone are not sufficient. Together, schools and community agencies can provide 
the protective factors necessary to ensure the success of teen mothers in school and in 
life. 
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Summary 
I have presented the statistics that indicate that teenage pregnancy and parenthood 
are issues in northwest British Columbia, and identified the potential health, educational, 
financial and social risks associated with these issues. The concept of resilience was 
introduced as building resilience in young mothers is important so that they can 
overcome the struggles they face and reduce the negative effects that early childbearing 
may have on their lives and the lives of their children. Using the Circle of Courage as a 
framework, I explored the needs of belonging, mastery, independence and generosity 
with specific reference to pregnant and parenting teens. In meeting the goal of school 
completion, schools need to partner with community agencies in order to ensure that the 
complex issues associated with teen mothers continuing their education can be addressed. 
Although there is a plethora of information available on teen pregnancy and 
parenthood and the many programs designed to meet the needs of young mothers, much 
of it is focused on prevention. In addition, the fragmented focus on the health related 
issues of teenage pregnancy and parenthood, rather than a holistic view of teen mothers ' 
social, emotional, health, and educational needs, is often simplistic and narrow in its 
view. I believe an integrated approach is required to deal with the very complex issues 
associated with teenage childbearing and school completion. Furthermore, very little 
research includes the voices of the young women involved and I believe it is they who 
can provide valuable insight into the supports they require. If the protective factors that 
enable young mothers to be resilient and strong can be identified, then communities can 
collaborate to provide such services and offset the risks. The final outcome will see 
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healthier and more successful life opportunities for both teenage mothers and their 
children. 
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Chapter 3 - Research Design 
Although teen pregnancy and parenthood are often viewed as social, moral and 
health issues, this may have more to do with the researcher's point of view than with the 
individual realities of the young women involved. Because a constructivist philosophy 
encourages knowledge construction out of subjective engagement with the world and 
because the central aim of research is knowledge development (Caelli, Ray & Mill, 
2003), it is appropriate for researchers to understand a phenomenon from the perspective 
of the people involved. The qualitative research design I chose enabled women to reflect 
on their lives as teen mothers, share their stories, and in doing so hopefully enlighten 
others. This study provides knowledge that may be useful for the school district, the 
health authority, the BC Ministry of Children and Family Development (MCFD), Child 
and Youth Mental Health (CYMH) and the cultural and social community programs that 
provide support to pregnant and parenting young women. 
Research Process/Plan of Inquiry 
This research was exploratory and I interviewed women who were in a school 
district sponsored teen parent program when they were pregnant and/or parenting 
between the years 1987 and 1995. I sought to understand the perspectives and 
experiences of teen mothers and record the resources they identified as most needed to 
support the continuation of their high school education. An open-ended narrative 
interview that was personal and inviting enabled each participant to share her story and 
her ideas and observations of her experience of attending school. Given that I knew the 
participants personally, and I wanted the inquiry to "be a mutual and sincere 
collaboration, a caring relationship akin to friendship that is established over time for full 
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participation in the storytelling, retelling and reliving of personal experiences" (Marshall 
& Rossman, 1995, p. 86-87), I completed supplemental field notes that were both 
descriptive and reflective after each interview. These helped me "keep track of the 
development of the project, to visualize how the research plan has been affected by the 
data collected, and to remain aware of how [I had] been influenced by the data" (Bogdan 
& Biklen, 2007, p. 119). In addition, I maintained a reflexive journal to document 
feelings, assumptions, impressions, problems, ideas and emerging themes, as research is a 
subjective process. 
I recorded and transcribed each interview to facilitate a thorough analysis of the 
narrative. I used coding and categorization to analyze the data and identify key concepts 
and themes in the stories told by the participants. These findings will be shared with 
decision makers and service providers in the community interested in meeting the needs 
of pregnant and parenting youth in attaining high school graduation. 
Participants and Recruitment 
The five participants in this study were former students of a teen parent education 
program that ran from 1987 to 1995. Given that I am still working in the school district, 
albeit in another role, I have had ongoing contact with many former teenage mothers and 
their children and I was able to let them know about my proposed study and give them 
the information letter to read and consider. Through those potential participants interested 
in the study, I recruited participants whom I believe represent the diversity of the teen 
parent experience based on their cultural background and socioeconomic status. 
Before committing themselves, participants had a clear understanding of the 
project and its intended outcomes. An information letter clearly outlined the purpose of 
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the project, the expectations and commitment of the participants and my intention to 
share the information with decision makers and service providers in the community. 
(Appendix A) 
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Participants received a $40 restaurant gift certificate upon completion of the 
interviews and review of the transcriptions and analysis as my thank you for sharing their 
time and knowledge. 
Ethical Considerations 
First, and foremost, it was ethically important that I explained to the participants 
why the research was being done, how it would be conducted, and what it would be used 
for. In light of university Research Ethics Board (REB) guidelines, participants were 
fully informed of the process and had an opportunity to review my written presentation of 
the data before it was shared publicly. Participation in the project was voluntary and if, at 
any time, a participant chose to withdraw from the study, I would withdraw her 
information and not include it in my research report. No participant withdrew from the 
study. 
Conducting interviews with women who were once students in my class also 
presented some ethical concerns. There was the potential for the exploitation of our 
previous teacher/student relationship and the power imbalance that existed twenty years 
ago. I hoped that given our ages now, a new relationship would develop as a result of the 
research process; my position is no longer one of power, but rather one of co-constructor. 
My role was "to facilitate a guided conversation which needs to be focused on the 
experience [I] want to know more about" (Kirby & McKenna, 1989, pp. 67-68). 
Although age was no longer a factor in the power balance, I do have economic and 
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educational advantages, as well as white privilege (Bloom, 1998, p. 35). It was my 
responsibility to minimalize any perceived power differential and my hope that the 
women who participated in this study saw themselves as equal partners in the research. 
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I also needed to be careful not to exploit the trust that the participants have in me. 
Acknowledging the personal investment made on the part of the participants, as well as 
my own, was important. Because I was once their teacher, I may have personal 
background knowledge that participants may wish to keep in the past. In addition, 
reliving past experiences may not be pleasant and unresolved issues may arise. If there 
was a need for personal support, I provided it at the time and referred the participant to 
local counseling providers. Bogdan and Bilken (2007) identified researcher 
characteristics that may present special problems with rapport in that "who you are to the 
various subjects and what that means to them is important to try to figure out when 
negotiating fieldwork relations as well as for interpreting the data you gather" (p. 94). 
Could I be many things at once to the participants- a researcher, a counselor, and an ex-
teacher? I needed to be aware of the challenge of being a counsellor and a researcher. 
In sharing the results of this project, I protected the confidentiality and anonymity 
of the participants. As such, participants provided a pseudonym for themselves or I 
renamed them. I am cognizant of the need to protect the participants from further 
alienation or condescending attitudes that may still exist. In a small community, the 
interwoven relationships and connectedness between friends and family, or clients and 
practitioners may be close. Therefore, I took care to remove any identifiable traits from 
the final report. 
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Data Collection: An Open-ended Interview 
Each participant participated in a narrative interview that looked more like a 
conversation between trusting parties than a question and answer session. (Bloom, 1998; 
Bogdan & Biklen, 2007; Kirby & McKenna, 1989). Each interview lasted approximately 
one hour. The interview took place in a natural and nonthreatening environment chosen 
by the participant which was most often my kitchen and once my school office. I 
recorded and transcribed each interview. 
In the interview, the women were asked to share their stories. Because they 
provided recollections, they were able to identify the most important supports they 
received when they were teen mothers. Now that they are adults, they were better able to 
speak honestly about that time in their lives because they have acquired power and 
independence and a stronger sense of self. They are no longer in survival mode, trying to 
negotiate a world that often viewed them as a problem to be fixed. 
Each interview started with an invitation for the participant to share her teen 
pregnancy and parenting journey. The most obvious question to start with was: When did 
you first discover that you were pregnant, followed by; Then what happened? In sharing 
their stories with me, I had privileged access to perspectives and recollections of their 
experiences of teen pregnancy and motherhood. The stories are theirs and I followed 
them, as the interviews were more participant guided than researcher guided. As 
necessary, further questions emerged from the narratives or were asked in order to 
maintain a focus on the supports, or the lack thereof, that enabled them to attend school 
and continue their high school education. A list of possible secondary questions that 
were used in the interview can be found in Appendix B. 
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Participants had the option of a follow up interview if they so wished. I offered 
this for two reasons: a) telling their stories in the initial meeting might have sparked 
other memories as they reflected on their past experiences; and, b) this might have been 
the first time they have had the opportunity to tell their story and they may need more 
time to do so. Once the interview was transcribed, participants had an opportunity to 
review it and add or delete any information. Supplementary data, as in letters, journal 
entries and assignments completed by the participants when they were students and 
collected by me at the time, were used if participants gave their consent and we 
determined together that such use would be appropriate. Follow up emails also provided 
clarification and data for the research 
Analysis of the Data/ Analysis of Narrative 
Although I saw the Circle of Courage philosophy (belonging, mastery, 
independence and generosity) as a theoretical framework for the study, I understood that 
the participants ' stories would drive the direction of the research. There was more 
breadth and depth to their experiences than I could imagine and I had to be open and 
willing to follow where their stories led. As Marshall and Rossman (1995) stated, "the 
participant's perspective on the phenomenon of interest should unfold as the participant 
views it, not as the researcher views it" (p. 81 ). The first narrative clearly identified the 
alienation and stigmatization of teen pregnancy and parenthood and I developed the 
following codes under the theme of belonging: school programs, community supports and 
programs, family and friends . Mastery included education, career aspirations and 
parenthood. School completion, independent living and financial independence were the 
codes for the theme of independence. As each of the next four narratives was 
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transcribed, I continued to code the information and added to the emerging categories, 
acknowledging both the similarities and differences between the stories. Patterns 
appeared and I categorized information under the following headings: belonging, not 
belonging, mastery, independence, generosity, education as a way out, the importance of 
education, adolescent development, reaction to the news of pregnancy, pride in their 
children, wanting a better life for their children, and lack of support and abusive 
relationships. In the end, I refined the categories to include school supports and 
connectedness, family and community supports, parenting skills, financial independence 
and transportation. Upon final analysis, one category did not fit under the Circle of 
Courage framework, and therefore, stood alone: it was 'Barriers to Education' . 
Validity 
According to Mayan (2009), validity is the responsibility of the researcher who 
must provide confidence that the information and conclusions provided by the research 
are found in the data. There were many verification strategies I employed to ensure 
validity. One of the most important, according to Morse, Barret, Mayan, Olson & Spiers 
(2002), is researcher responsiveness. It was in my responsiveness as an investigator, my 
ability to "remain open, use sensitivity, creativity and insight, [and] ... to relinquish any 
ideas that are poorly supported regardless of the excitement and the potential that they 
first appear to provide" (Morse et.al. , 2002, p. 11 ), that validity was attained. A personal 
reflexive journal separate from the field notes allowed me to record my emotions, 
frustrations, and highlights throughout the research process. 
Furthermore, the "strength of qualitative inquiry comes from the ability of the 
researcher to be an analytical and critical thinker" (Mayan, 2009, p. 1 09). A second 
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verification strategy, according to Mayan, involves collecting and analyzing data 
concurrently. Once the first interview with the first participant was complete, I 
immediately began analyzing it, so that I might learn from it and carry that knowledge to 
the interview with the second participant, and so on and so on. There needs to be a 
"mutual interaction between what is being learned and what one needs to learn" (Mayan, 
2009, p. 110). My experience with and knowledge of these women when they were 
teenagers was part of the data and in identifying with the participants I hoped my 
interpretive abilities were enhanced, rather than the validity of the research being 
jeopardized (Bloom, 1998). As a researcher, I would "assume that what the respondents 
tell is true and that their participation is grounded in a sincere desire to explore their 
experiences" (Bloom, 1998, p. 18). I also hoped that in the spirit of generosity, that they 
were participating in this project in order to improve the futures of pregnant and 
parenting youth in our community today. 
To ensure that participants believed that I had represented their stories accurately, 
I asked them to review their transcripts and the fmal analysis. Because this project was 
qualitative, it lent itself to participant checks and allowed participants to become co-
researchers, interpreting data as it was collected. This practice of "checking, confirming, 
making sure, and being certain" (Morse et al. , 2002, p. 9), as part of the research process, 
helped ensure validity. This verification strategy also supported feminist methodology as 
it gave the participants "shared rights [and] authorial responsibility" (Bloom, 1998, p. 
36). 
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Reflexivity 
Because I was once closely involved with teen parents, my opinions, prejudices 
and biases must be disclosed. Assumptions that I held twenty-five years ago regarding 
teen pregnancy and parenthood were replaced by facts as I came to know the girls' 
personal details and their histories. Two decades later, I hoped that the women who are 
the experts would once again challenge my understanding of their experiences. It was 
imperative for me, the researcher, to keep detailed notes to ensure my own 
responsiveness. Keeping detailed notes and reflections on my subjectivity helped identify 
my location in the research process and limited my influence on the results. As Bogdan 
and Biklen (2007) proposed: 
no matter how much you try, you cannot divorce your research and writing from 
your past experiences, who you are, what you believe, and what you value. Being 
a clean slate is neither possible nor desirable. The goal is to become more 
reflective and conscious of how who you are may shape and enrich what you do, 
not to eliminate it ... You need to be open to this and not defensive of what you 
bring to the research. (p. 38) 
Since my experience was part of the data, it was imperative that I document my feelings 
and thoughts. A very important part of this research was self-monitoring, so that I was 
aware of my position both in the stories of the participants and in the role of researcher. 
As I knew my participants, it was somewhat difficult to take on the role of researcher as 
that is not the usual relationship between us. Being a researcher involved changing my 
way of thinking about myself and my relationships with the women (Bogdan & Biklen, 
2007). Bogdan and Biklen also suggested that researchers may have to be more 
reflective in thinking about "precisely what role to play if who you are has special 
meaning to your subjects" (p. 95). Because I was once involved with the participants in 
the study, there was a need for me to monitor my emotional connectedness to the 
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participants; my feelings were "an important indicator of subjects ' feelings and, 
therefore, a source for reflecting" (Bogdan & Bilden, 2007, p. 102). My conceptual 
baggage (Kirby & McKenna, 1989) was recorded; my personal experiences, thoughts 
and feelings about the research question and the research process added another layer of 
data to the project and allowed transparency of the process. 
I was aware of my white, middle class privilege and I consciously avoided 
imposing the mores and values of the dominant, Eurocentric culture on the research. In 
addition, I had to be sensitive to other cultural norms and the culture of poverty. 
Becoming more knowledgeable about the theory and research of economically 
disadvantaged youth and the challenges they face in life and school helped me understand 
the experiences of the participants. By discussing with them my concerns and asking for 
clarification or explanation of issues that confused me, I hoped to avoid misinterpretation 
of the data. 
Summary 
Although there are limitations with narrative research, the opportunity for a rich 
telling of the experience offered insight that might not be matched by any other method. 
The retrospective nature of the interviews provided a lens that allowed for a broad view 
of a very personal, emotionally and socially charged phenomenon, minimized any 
perceived power imbalance between myself and the participants, and limited my 
influence on the outcomes of the analysis. Although participants might have been 
selective in the information they shared and what they shared might only have been part 
of their lived experience, and because memory is not always as clear as the present, it is 
likely that the most important things stood out vividly in the stories as the women told 
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them. It was the voices of the experts, the teen mothers themselves, not the quantitative 
research of the statisticians or the mandates of the service providers, that "shed light in 
dark comers" and allow qualitative researchers to be "discoverers and reconcilers of 
meaning where no meaning has been clearly understood before" (Shank, 2002, p. 11 ). As 
Kirby and McKenna (1989) have so eloquently stated: 
Every part of the research process teaches us a bit more about ourselves and the 
world. It isn ' t a matter of getting to the end at all costs . Rather, the way you get 
there, the process itself, is part of the research. Research is a constant process. 
Although a project may end, research never does. (p. 73) 
I hope that this study encourages the continuation of promising practice and will 
be the impetus for community collaboration to provide the needed supports that enable 
pregnant and parenting young mothers to complete their high school education. In order 
for a young mother to balance the demands of adolescence, parenting, and education, she 
will require community agencies to partner and share their resources to best support her 
and her child. This community partnering and collaboration will require an ongoing 
evaluation of the needs of teen mothers and of the programs that support them. 
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Chapter 4: Participants' Stories: Analysis Within and Across 
This project focused on the lives of five women who I asked to reflect on their 
high school experiences when they were teen mothers. Some could remember that time 
of their life in vivid detail and others readily admitted that it was a time of their life that 
they have either blocked out or forgotten. All five women were enrolled in a short-term 
re-entry school district teen parent program between 1987 and 1995, which supported 
them in organizing their personal lives and planning for their futures while maintaining 
academic studies. The program, of which I was the coordinator/teacher, was designed to 
address the academic, prenatal, post natal, parenting and personal counseling needs of the 
young women. I once noted: 
If nothing else, I want the students who pass through this program to feel that they 
are contributing, valued members of society who can make a change for the better 
and help create a world that we feel confident in letting our children grown in. 
The girls were 15 to 18 years old when I first met them and only one already had 
her baby. Three of the five came back to school via the program because they were 
pregnant or parenting and two of them remained in school and joined the program once 
they discovered they were pregnant. Although all of the pregnancies were unplanned, the 
children were not unwanted. The young mothers ' reactions to the news that they were 
pregnant ranged from "I was in shock" to "I was super, super scared". All of the 
pregnancies motivated the young women to return to school or to renew their 
commitment to finishing school. Three of the five women graduated from high school, 
and all five have had some post-secondary education or training. Three of the five 
women are Aboriginal. Today the women range in age from mid 30s to early 40's, and 
between them they have 15 children, ages 5 to 25. Of the 15 children, one became a teen 
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mother when she was sixteen. Only Kathy is a grandmother and she was in her thirties 
when her grandson was born. Two of the women, Trudy and Sharon, are still in 
relationships with the men they were with when I first met them; one couple has five 
children, and the other couple has three children. Brianne's two children and Kathy' s 
three children were all fathered by their partners at the time, and both of these women 
eventually became single parents. Only Christine had children with different fathers, and 
her second pregnancy was planned. All of the fathers of the children were older than the 
mothers. Three of the women still live in their home community, one lives in an outlying 
community and one moved away eighteen years ago. 
Each of these women could be a case study as each of their stories is unique and 
incredible. Despite what the statistics might suggest, teen mothers are not a homogenous 
group, sharing similar backgrounds, traits or outcomes; their circumstances are as diverse 
as the women themselves. They are, however, courageous, resilient women living their 
individual lives and raising their children. The only statistic they all share is that their 
first born arrived when they were under the age of nineteen. 
As the focus of this study was to determine the supports required to enable teen 
mothers to stay in or return to school and finish their high school education, which in tum 
has influenced the rest of their lives, I have analyzed their stories through that lens and 
identified the key supports and values. Most of the supports and beliefs identified can be 
organized under the general themes of belonging, mastery, independence and generosity. 
These are the four components represented by The Circle of Courage, a model for 
developing and enhancing resilience in youth. I end the chapter with the barriers they 
identified to accessing school. 
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I will focus first on the school/education aspect under each general theme, and 
will include the other supports required, as it became clear through the research that 
education could not be isolated from the social, emotional, health or fmancial aspects of 
the women ' s lives. Whether or not they were high school graduates, all of the women 
indicated that education was important to them, both in their own lives and in the lives of 
their children. 
Belonging 
Knowing that positive, supportive relationships are one of the most important 
factors in anyone ' s life and the foundation for fostering mastery, independence and 
generosity, identifying the attachment and connectedness of these women to people or 
programs when they were teen mothers is important. Having a sense of community and 
social support networks enabled these women to survive and move on with their lives. 
This theme repeated over and over again in their conversations with me. 
School Connectedness 
For each of the five women, the school based teen parent program enabled them 
to return to or stay connected to mainstream school and each of them acknowledged the 
support it provided in creating a sense of community. Brianne was the most articulate in 
describing this sense of community: 
... because you had that environment that. .. you were brought together with a 
number of other isolated individuals. I don 't know if they went through the same 
thing I did. Some of them I am sure did, but we ended up being ... urn ... pushed 
to the fringe. You were automatically labeled a slut, a whore, whatever you want 
because you ' re pregnant. I doesn 't matter that there ' s still some girls in the same 
class but they came from a better family and they choose to have abortions and 
nobody ever knew about it. It was whispered about, but they never actually went 
through with it, and never mind it that it didn 't happen just once through their 
high school career. You know and not from the same guy. So how does that make 
me a slut or a whore? But that is how you are looked at. And you have people ... 
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that ... even within your own famil y that won ' t talk to you, you lose friends that 
you thought you had and you're isolated. You had a place that was a like safe 
haven. We were with other girls around the same age, going through the same 
[emphasis added] thing and realizing hey we ' re not alone. And we all learned to 
really rely on each other for strength and support .. .. We all came to each other' s 
defense .... 
Like do you remember that TV show Degrassi Junior High? and Spike? When 
she was pregnant and the only [emphasis added] one in the whole [emphasis 
added] school, the whole [emphasis added] town probably? You know, that ' s 
how you feel .... 
And the schooling ... coming back to your program and that is why a lot of us used 
it as socializing I guess is because we found that common ground with each other 
because we all had that connection and we were able to face the school as a front. 
You know like there was a group, it wasn 't just one pregnant girl. 
Most of the women discussed the teen parent program as more of a social 
experience than an educational opportunity when they first attended. It was a 'way out' 
of their living situations and isolation, as much as it was a way back in to school: 
I needed to get out . .. to get out of my house . . . for social ... I had started living 
with my boyfriend at the time. And it was more or less a social thing but at the 
same time I thought it would benefit me, going back to school and just trying to 
get my education and getting things, you know, done. (Kathy) 
. .. but at that point it was I think more just to get out of the house and there was 
somewhere to go urn where there were other people and ya ... we socialized but 
we also did do our work. You know, I mean obviously or we wouldn't have 
graduated, right. (Brianne) 
The teen parent school program also provided a safe place, a "safe haven" as 
Brianne said, for the girls to congregate. Sharon admitted, "You made it welcoming ... 
like at first I was afraid and just after a while I was comfortable and just knowing that 
what was made available just made it more easier." 
Depending on whether they were pregnant, new parents or parents of toddlers, the 
teen parent program offered different levels of support. For some it was a bridge back to 
regular classes within the school or to alternate school so that they could reach their goal 
of high school graduation. Brianne described it as : 
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that bridge that got you back into the school, got you familiar, got you used to the 
stairs and you know everything else and what not. .. 
. . . you need that gap; you need that bridge to get you from being a freak. 
Basically .. . you ' re young, you ' re pregnant...Everybody points at you and 
whispers. And whatever. .. you are, you are, you ' re a freak. You might as well 
have a beard or you know, you know?! 
Surprised at the alienation that she felt, I asked incredulously and brokenheartedly if it 
really felt like that, and she replied, "At times, not in school [emphasis added] .. .I 'm just 
talking in life." 
It would appear that inclusion in school not only created a sense of belonging, but 
also facilitated positive peer social connections: 
... you know it took a while, but then I remember other students starting sticking 
their heads in the door you know ... it was kind of knowledgeable that we always 
had food, too. But then they realized there are cute babies here to play with ... 
and then pretty soon it was, "Hi" in the hallway [and] "What are you doing after 
class?" You know things like that, it bridges it. And it made other people realize 
we weren't so different - you know ... we just have a little one tagging along and 
depending on us for ... you know .. .life. (Brianne) 
Other students they were okay with it. I was, I was shocked. It was nice . .. Well 
before ... . before I had him I was always shy, you know really shy and just quiet. I 
would keep to myself ... Ya but after that the other students starting noticing. 
(Sharon) 
They were just always there if you needed to talk. Urn - and they were there, 
they offered to babysit. I didn't get them to babysit, but they offered. (Christine) 
Connections to positive, supportive adults in the school setting also helped 
students return to regular classrooms and be successful in their studies: 
Supportive school staff, understanding principals, especially . .. you know, very 
important. Urn ... You know I understand it is not an ideal situation and people 
have their opinions - but just because I got pregnant when I was 15 doesn ' t mean I 
don ' t have a right to be educated. (Brianne) 
One of the important characteristics of supportive school staff identified by Brianne was 
that they "didn't treat you different- You were a [emphasis added] student." Supportive 
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teachers were also willing to make adaptations without making the young women feel out 
of place. Whether it was condensing the curriculum so that the student could finish a 
course before her due date or bringing a table and chair in to the classroom because the 
very pregnant teen could no longer fit in to the desk, caring teachers supported the 
educational aspirations of teen mothers. Sometimes, they went beyond, as did the teacher 
who invited Brianne to bring her baby to class: 
He ' s like, "Why don 't you ... why are you not.. .just bringing him to class?" You 
know. And I'm like, "I don 't want a disruption." He says "He seems quiet, if he 
cries leave. No big deal." So I did ... and [my son] sat in his chair beside me and 
just played with his toys. And I was lucky he was a really quiet baby. Y a, so, I 
really respected him and he actually gave me a lot of kind of nudges and things 
because I was starting to feel really out of place. 
Sharon mentioned how much she appreciated the support of the Learning 
Resource teachers: "I was really below my grade level ... I still notice it, I still am but the 
LAT, the program they had there was really helpful to me as well... anything I needed, 
they were always there; they always had the answers." 
Unfortunately, there were some incidents that suggested that not all the adults in 
the school system felt that school was the place for expecting or new teen moms: 
And that was . . . uh we were basically told that me being a part of the secondary 
school ' s general population was not a good idea- like it was contagious or 
something . . . and urn there were other options for me ... urn . . . you know ... they 
weren ' t really discussed at the time .. .. so basically I was told . . . you know, I mean 
not blunt flat out "get out" ... but .. . that was the message conveyed. (Brianne) 
I mean I know everybody comes from different places and there ' s different 
perceptions and ideas and urn you know 23 years ago there was still a lot of "teen 
moms are, you know, contagious" or you know and some ofthe people, the 
support staff that we worked with along the way, regardless of if it was at the 
teen mom program, the school, .. . wherever- they ... there was ... they couldn't 
help but have their biases or whatever ... you know kinda, you could tell. 
(Brianne) 
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[ 14 years later - the next generation of teen moms] . .. And I think she wanted to 
go back to school the next month [after having her baby] and I think that whoever 
she was talking with at the school had said, "Oh, you should take some time off." 
(Kathy) 
Overall, schools that provide secure and safe environments where teen moms can 
learn how to deal with life issues with the support of caring and confident adults promote 
school connectedness. As Sadler, et. al. , (2007) discovered, teen mothers who were 
connected to school were less likely to have a second child during adolescence, and more 
likely to have improved economic outcomes for themselves and better behavioural, social 
and academic outcomes for their children. This appears to hold true for this group of five 
women. 
Family/Partner Support 
As a protective factor, school connectedness was only slightly less important than 
family connectedness, but school connectedness is something within our power to create, 
whereas family connectedness is not. Although Letourneau et al., (2004) identified the 
mother of the teen mother as the most valuable source of social support, followed by the 
child ' s father. These supports were not always present in the lives of the women in this 
project, however. It would appear that families, in general, provided more support than 
did the fathers of the children, although two of the women had very little family support: 
... and my mom just sat down and said uh she didn 't know what I was planning but 
they didn't believe in abortion and there were other options and then I told her it 
was too late. We started talking about how far along and they said they would do 
whatever they would, they could and so ... and they did. (Brianne) 
When I told my mom ... she was kind of shocked, but not really. I guess. My 
mom, she took it kind of well. (Trudy) 
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So throughout the pregnancy we were jumping back and forth from my parents' 
house to his parent's house . .. because both my parents drank a lot. I just.. .it was 
more homey with his mom. (Trudy) 
I was living with my mom. Yup. She was a very strong alcoholic, so there was no 
support there .... she was dealing with her own stuff and urn we just didn ' t have 
any where safe to go. (Kathy) 
.. .I wasn't aware I was pregnant. I had no idea ' cuz like it was my mom that 
kind of figured . . .. and she' s all excited and happy after a while. She was starting 
to tell everyone so ... so she was thrilled; it was her first grandchild .... the main 
support was my family . . .. A very loving caring family that always support one 
another no matter what. (Sharon) 
My mother came to town when I was pregnant. .. she came to visit, she just never 
left. She was not a support, though .... And my dad was a support as in he was 
there to offer support, that' s about the extent of his support. (Christine) 
Only one father, it appears, supported both his partner and his children, both 
financially and emotionally. He dropped out of college to work full time to support them 
to live independently from both sets of parents. He attended prenatal with Trudy during 
her first pregnancy and they were and still are partners in raising their five children. For 
three of the women, school and community programs offered them an escape from their 
partners and the unhealthy relationships they were in, if even for only a few hours a day. 
In time, two of the three found the courage and strength to leave the abusive relationship. 
One of the five women never asked her first child ' s father to support her in any way; she 
was fiercely independent and determined and worked to support herself and her son. 
Comments regarding the support from the fathers ' of the babies included: 
Oh no ... Oh no! There was no, absolutely no, zero support there ... . Even when I 
brought my kids to school, their dad stayed home. So it wasn 't .... He wasn ' t 
working but he would not watch the kids while I went [to school] ... But if you 
were working he would watch the kids? ... 
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Oh, yes .. . It was always about the money for him. But to do something social 
and school was part of that and that was something that he wasn 't willing to 
support ... .I think he just didn' t want me to be social with anybody. (Kathy) 
Your partner went with you [to prenatal}? 
One time (Laughter) 
Just once? 
Yes. The words she used (laugh) it threw him right off and he wouldn ' t go 
again . She was just grilling men and he' s like the type of person who won 't 
have it. (Sharon) 
Although Sharon ' s partner never worked when she was attending school, she described 
him as "a really good dad" because he was willing to stay home with his son while she 
attended school. 
Community Programs 
An important community program that supported pregnant and parent youth ran 
for thirteen years until the Ministry of Children and Family (MCF) funding was cut. 
Every one of the participants made reference to this program and the positive role it 
played in their lives: 
48 
[the MCF funded support to pregnant and parenting program] was . .. I don 't 
know what you would call it, it was an outreach for pregnant and parenting youth. 
That' s basically . .. whether you were the donor or the recipient (laugh) you were 
welcome there. So, there was no gender bias, there was no age. Oh, I think until 
you were 24 or something like that. The door was open... they offered different 
parenting, I guess you would call them mini workshops or whatever . . . you 
could go there for educational things . . . they worked very closely with us in the 
teen mom program for preventing further children. (Brianne) 
Urn I went there, a lot of times they had some little meetings and stuff ... and just 
the support of like, clothing exchange... And urn support for that and just the 
social, just meeting other moms that were out there doing the same thing ... who 
were trying to do the same . . . just talking, venting and they had little meetings. 
Sometimes I would volunteer to answer her phones when she was gone. Just for 
the social- to get out of the house. (Kathy) 
This program also offered prenatal classes designed specifically for teen parents 
and they proved to be very popular and successful. Both Trudy and her partner attended 
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the classes together and as Trudy remembers, "She did wonders. I really liked that class." 
She also mentioned how accommodating and convenient it was, both time and 
transportation wise: 
But with [the MCF funded support to pregnant and parenting program] was 
always at a perfect time it seemed because we went to every class from when we 
found out I was pregnant, probably about three months I guess, right until I was 
due ... .It was between 6 and 8 I believe ... Or it was something like that 7 and 8 or 
6 and 8. It was like one or two hours but it was awesome. 
Although the program did not provide bus tickets, the coordinator did offer rides to the 
participants. Surprisingly, Trudy did not attend prenatal classes during her subsequent 
pregnancies because, in her words, "her partner was either working or at school." Some 
of the other young women she met at prenatal classes during her first pregnancy, 
however, continued to play a role in her life thereafter: 
There were probably four of us that had babies within maybe a week to two 
weeks apart. There was ya, probably four or five of us. And it was a group often 
or twelve in that .. .I remember we were all pretty much due around the same 
time . . .. [and] . ... we actually met up at [the] Headstart [program three years later]. 
Understandably, the pregnant teens attending the prenatal classes became supports for 
one another. When Sharon ' s partner refused to attend the prenatal class after attending 
the first session, she went to the class on her own and "it was fine" because she had the 
encouragement of the other young women. 
Due to scheduling conflicts with work, Christine attended the regular community 
prenatal classes rather than the teen parent prenatal classes and remembers feeling 
awkward in the setting as she "was 16 and single [and] everybody else was probably 30, 
35." Given her personality, however, and the support of a friend who accompanied her, 
she stuck with the classes. 
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As neither the MCF funded support to pregnant and parenting program nor the 
teen parent school program existed when Kathy was first pregnant, and she was not in 
school, she found community support with the Birthright program: 
They just gave me information and tried to you know help me out as far as you 
know just asking if I had support from family and stuff. . .. They were a bunch of 
older ladies I sort of knew- they were really good ... they offered lots of support 
but they were urn pro-choice and they were always about you know helping. Or if 
a ... every Christmas they would make sure I had a turkey. 
I remember her telling me when I first met her that they hosted a baby shower for her and 
this was a tremendous help. To my knowledge, there is no community group currently 
providing such service. 
Another community program that existed in the past to support teen mothers in 
the region was a teen mother residence program. During their pregnancy and first year of 
parenting, young women could apply to stay at the facility which could accommodate up 
to six young women. The young women who came to the home did so for a number of 
reasons; some lived in small, remote communities that offered little educational or health 
support to pregnant teens, others were there through Ministry of Children and family 
placements and others chose to be there. Brianne was the only one of the participants in 
the study who stayed at the home. "I was living in the teen mom residence. That was 
another huge support as well. A Jot of the girls there were kicked out of their parents' 
homes. I wasn ' t. I chose to go." Christine also talked about the program, even though she 
herself did not use it: 
I believe at one time there was a housing unit in town. I did not take part in the 
housing unit but it seemed to be a very positive thing for a lot of the people who 
were in it. .. Well, it offered them life skills. It taught them how to clean their 
house which is something most of them don ' t seem to know; how to cook, 
how to clean your baby, how to budget your money, how to make it to your 
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appointments, to school. .. to ... so basically it offered them support around their 
entire life and taught them how to live. 
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Two other community support programs that tailored their services to the needs of 
teen moms included a non-profit organization that offered Nobody 's Perfect parenting 
classes and a pregnancy outreach program through the local native friendship center. 
Both Trudy and Sharon remember accessing the pregnancy outreach program, and many 
of the girls attended the Nobody's Perfect classes as part of their Family Management 
11/12 course. When required or wanted, these resources and supports were available and 
used by the young moms, and the teen parent school program was often the conduit 
between the community programs and the young moms. 
Although religious affiliations were not prominent in the women ' s stories, 
reference was made and in general the support was described as limited, if not non-
existent. Brianne recalled the cold reception she and her parents received at church when 
she was pregnant, that is until one of the other parishioner' s middle class daughters 
became pregnant and suddenly teen pregnancy was not quite so sinful. Christine laughed 
when I asked her if she was connected to any church group that helped in any way and 
stated, "No, because I was a Mormon .. . and premarital sex is totally against their 
religion." Sharon recalled support from the Anglican Church but did not share any 
specifics other than that they had their baby baptized there. 
Attachment to Supportive Adults 
Community programs can offer support and acceptance to pregnant and parenting 
teens because they provide a place to belong, and it is often specific adults within these 
programs that cultivate such an environment. Successful programs are often built upon 
the positive individual relationships between the adults and the youth who attend. All of 
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the women COl;lld identify significant adults in the community who supported them as 
teen moms generally and in some instances, very specifically. Brianne describes how the 
coordinator of the MCF funded pregnant and parenting support program was a role model 
for her and others: 
[It] was a good program. It always was right from the beginning- but what 
turned it from a good program to a great program was the coordinator. It really 
was. No offense to [the first coordinator], whatsoever, excellent lady, but she 
didn 't have children, she didn 't- urn- it was all textbook and uh you know, she 
tried to understand and she was very supportive and understanding and she was 
there for you and urn .. . but when the new coordinator came in to picture-
because she herself was a teen mom, went back to school, you know became 
what she was - successful in what she was doing. I don 't know how you want to 
word that but she had been there. She knew what it was like and she could relate 
her experiences and give us, I guess more credible advice that we were more 
willing to believe and wait a second ... Even a role model .. . you know, that is 
somebody who was in our shoes but moved on and became something. She 
actually had a career and wasn't working at the 7-11 or you know ... so .. There 
was that. That was a big difference. 
She explained that "when you ' re in that position, you ' re that young and you ' re trying to 
find your way .. . having someone who has been there and show you that there is a way 
out" was very important. 
Christine remembered the extraordinary support that she received from a young 
health nurse she met when she was pregnant. Over the months preceding the birth of her 
son, Christine and the health nurse developed a connection and a supportive, trusting 
relationship. As Christine stated, "She listened to a lot of my conversations- gave me 
options- and was basically just there to listen." A week after having her baby, Christine 
had to return to the hospital for further surgery and the person she trusted to look after her 
baby for that week was the young health nurse. When family support is not forthcoming, 
it is good to know that there are community members willing to step in. 
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Trudy tells a humorous story involving a local bus driver who went above and 
beyond the call of duty one night: 
We told him we were heading up to the hospital - because when you are so close 
to your due date you go up there and you look at all the rooms and what not - and 
the bus driver took us up to the hospital - he thought I was in labour! .... But you 
know that was awesome that the bus driver actually did that... I thought it was 
pretty cool. Like you're in here in a bus ... He delivered us to the door. 
As a regular on the bus, this bus driver not only knew her name but was willing to reroute 
the bus to deliver her to the hospital. If that is not support and acceptance then I do not 
know what is. 
Summary 
In years past, it was obvious that our community recognized the value and needs 
of teen parents provided programs to support them. The school district, the Ministry of 
Children and Family, non-profit community societies and the native friendship center all 
provided programs to welcome and support teen mothers in their journey into parenthood 
and adulthood. In spite of individual girls' doubts about their worth and place in society, 
the community recognized their needs and provided supports for both them and their 
children. A sense of belonging existed and, for the most part, the need was met. 
Mastery 
If mastery within The Circle of Courage is defmed as learning and having 
opportunities for success, which in tum provide inner satisfaction and social recognition, 
then it might be important to defme success from the perspective of a teen mother. For 
many teenagers, self-confidence and self-esteem are gained as one completes the rites of 
passage from adolescence into adulthood. Completion of high school is often seen as an 
important step in the transition into adulthood and becoming competent and successful in 
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life. Early motherhood may provide motivation to aspire to new goals, be they related to 
education, employment or personal worth. Although school completion and employment 
are often seen as markers of success, this may be a very narrow model of success as it is 
based on an economic paradigm that views teenage pregnancy and parenting in terms of 
the ' cost' and children as 'barriers ' (Duncan, Edwards & Alexander, Eds. , 2010). My 
definition of student success in school changed once I started working with teen parents. 
In 1995, I wrote in a journal entry: 
Success is in the eye of the beholder and it is not ' a dogwood'. If students have in 
some small way learned to take responsibility for themselves and their children it 
is a success. Often these students are seen as adults because they are parents, but 
they are truly adolescents - confused and scared and trying hard to prove they are 
capable. They work so hard in trying to be successful parents that they often miss 
the important issue - first and foremost, they must learn to like and value 
themselves. 
School Completion 
Having a child often provides motivation for moms to set educational or 
employment goals. Of the five women who participated in this study, three graduated 
from high school. Christine stated the motivation for completing school was about the 
economic advantage it would give her. "I figured if I was going to keep [emphasis 
added] that baby I might need a job one day .... because I did not [emphasis added] want 
to live on welfare." Brianne' s second pregnancy motivated her to return to school: 
"Well, I'd left my spouse and found out I was pregnant again and- then urn I decided it's 
now or never. I'll never get this finished with two babies at home ... so, big and pregnant 
I went back to [high school)." 
In spite of wanting to graduate, it was the two women who had their first two 
children close in age who were not able to or chose not to return to school, as their role as 
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mother took priority over completing their education. Trudy has not given up hope of 
returning to school, however, "just to have it. The grade 12 . .. adult graduation." 
Regardless of their success or lack thereof of completing high school, each of 
these mothers made it very clear that high school completion was important for their 
children. Kathy described the importance of education in these terms: 
Because that' s the only way you are going to get going and be able to .... You 
know .. .I mean education is just something you have to have nowadays. It' s not, 
you can 't have a Grade 8 or a grade 10 .. . you have to have a grade 12 ... now. 
You have to! 
And when she discovered that her sixteen year old daughter was pregnant she 
remembered the following: 
I cried and cried and thought, "Oh my god this is horrible." I wanted to jump off 
that bridge that was outside my house and then basically I, we talked and she 
didn 't clue in until she actually had an ultrasound that she was pregnant. She was 
in denial. And -I told her. . . we' ll do this but you have to go to school. There is 
no ... You don' t have a choice. I'll support you, but you have to go to school. ... 
And she didn't want to go to her walk up or anything and urn, but I told her she 
had to ... Said I didn 't get to do it, so you better do it. I didn 't want her to regret 
not [emphasis added] doing it. 
Trudy recognized the connection between education and improved employment 
opportunities and hopes for a better future for her children: 
I would like them - to see them all graduate because I haven 't ... They ' re not going 
to go very far if they don't graduate. Because you know ... urn I struggled on 
getting jobs urn and I always stress that to my kids. 
Career Aspirations 
All of the women had dreams of future careers, and these dreams were put on 
hold or were dropped when the responsibility and demands of parenting took over. 
Brianne hoped for a career in education;" . . . after I graduated, I went on to [the local 
college] ... I wanted to become a teacher." Kathy considered a career in the social service 
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sector: "I sort of wanted to go in to social work ... That was always something I wanted to 
deal with ... something with kids or. .. to help people." Sharon "had golden dreams .. . . I 
don 't know ifl wrote them down in my journals or whatever, but I wanted to be a teacher 
and that ' s what I've I really wanted to get me ECE and stuff like that but.. .just 
interacting with the kids. I just had to always have a connection." In our conversation, 
Christine, the most economically stable of the five women, jokingly stated that she did 
not know yet what she wanted to be when she grew up, but she is still very serious about 
becoming a nurse. It would appear that Trudy' s decision, however, was to devote her life 
to motherhood: " I 00% mom"; she had five children in seven years. The value of 
motherhood for her was more important than either education or employment at the time. 
She has not given up, however on graduating from high school; "I do want to go back and 
I hope to try and graduate before [emphasis added] my last child" and then continue in 
"something towards first aid." 
Post-Secondary/Employability Skills 
All of the participants registered at college for university transfer courses or 
career preparation classes. Both Brianne and Christine continued on to college 
immediately after graduating from high school, as both had their sights set on university 
degrees. Brianne left this community to attend university but did not finish as she lacked 
both the family and community support network in the new location to enable her as a 
single mother of two school age children to attend school and provide for her family. 
Determined to have a career in order to support her family, she changed direction in her 
career aspirations and completed a pharmacy technician certificate. Unfortunately, the 
only jobs available were out of province and she could not afford to move there with her 
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two children. It would appear that her "unmet expectations in relation to career options 
were more a matter of the economic circumstances ... . rather than any culture of lower 
aspiration" (Duncan, Alexander and Edwards, 2010, pp. 17-18). 
Christine completed her Grade 12 and "continued to work and ... took psychology 
classes at night [at the college)". She has never stopped upgrading her education in her 
quest for her chosen career. "I don 't know what I want to be when I grow up yet . .. My 
goal is eventually I'll go into nursing .. .I might be 50 by then ... but I' ve taken two courses 
every year since I graduated." 
Sharon also attended the local community college after graduating from high 
school to upgrade her skills in order to meet the prerequisites for acceptance in to a career 
program, but once again circumstances, not low expectations, derailed her plan: 
I went to college for the College Career Prep. I tried that, but then I ended being 
pregnant with my second child ... I didn 't feel I had (sigh) as much support 
then . .. as I did in high school. I had to drop out of college ... because I didn 't have 
the support I needed . ... finding out I was pregnant with a second child it was just 
more of a struggle I guess. Maybe because I wasn ' t living with my parents at the 
time, too ... we were on our own. 
Trudy, who did not finish high school, even though she returned to the alternate 
school after having her third child, had the opportunity before she turned thirty to receive 
funding to allow her to access job skills training and certification. "I got them all in 2006. 
They were all Superhost, Whimis, Cashier training, First Aid Ievell , Foodsafe and I 
believe that was it." 
Although Kathy knew the importance of education in leading to better 
employability, she was never able to go back to high school or to college to complete a 
course: 
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I just wanted to go to school ' cuz I wanted to get a better job other than cleaning 
toilets .... Urn, I did some ... I tried to do aGED- I did a couple little courses at 
the college just like computer basic training and stuff like that but was never able 
to finish anything off ... always had the GED book but always had to work and 
look after the kids. 
She has, however, held down a fulltime job at the same business for the past sixteen 
years, moving up from server to management. 
In spite of continued education and upgrading, most of the women work at jobs 
today that provide minimal financial security. One works as a support worker, in 
addition to holding down a second job and fostering children, one is the night manager at 
a hotel, another works as a dispatcher for a taxi company, one is currently unemployed 
and looking for work and one proudly admits to being a full time mother. 
Parenting Skills/Motherhood 
As identified by Letourneau et. al , (2004), "adolescent mothers exhibit more 
identity difficulties, less autonomy, more difficulties with trust, and lower self-esteem 
than non-parenting adolescents" (p. 515). Although they suggested that these factors 
might interfere with parenting ability, I believe these factors interfered more with the 
young moms ' personal development than with their parenting skills. 
Since a formalized parent education program for teen moms was not available in 
the school, the teen parent program adapted the Family Management curriculum to meet 
the needs of pregnant and parenting teens. With the intended learning outcomes set out 
by the Ministry of Education as a guide, units were developed and the involvement of 
community programs and social workers and health nurses was fostered. Collaboration 
with community programs that focused on prenatal and postnatal health, parent-child 
interactions, child development knowledge and nutritional needs provided the young 
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women with some of the support and skills needed to become competent mothers. 
Together, both the needs of the young mother and the needs of her child were addressed. 
When asked what supports she needed when she was a new mom and what she would 
like to see offered to teen moms today, Sharon replied: 
I really liked the [support to pregnant and parenting youth] program. It worked for 
me urn it was well structured and just the information . .. .Just what to expect 
while you ' re pregnant and what to expect when you were going to have your baby 
and after ... .Just to, just how to how to care for them and with him being my 
first one and me not knowing ya ... it was great. 
Trudy remembers a pregnancy outreach program providing the following supports: 
They had different classes that .... the breastfeeding, nutrition .. . teething . .. Ya and 
they also had like a cooking, a nutritional cooking ... ways of making your own 
meals healthier also .. . They used to give vouchers, yes. - a 2 litre of milk and they 
would give you I think it was $2 or $2.50 off of any fruit or veggie ... and also a 
bus ticket. 
These programs, along with the many others mentioned earlier in this chapter, helped the 
young women learn the skills and knowledge to care for their children and feel more 
competent in their ability to parent. 
When asked about their children, the women ' s physical demeanor and tone of 
voice changed; they all became more animated and more confident. They are proud of 
their children; they are the proof of their success as mothers. For the most part these 
women have successfully navigated their children through the perils of childhood and 
adolescence and are poised to launch them in to independence. They are proud of the 
foundation they have provided for their children so that they have not followed in their 
mothers ' footsteps of becoming teen parents. As Brianne stated: 
I did not want them to follow in my footsteps. I'm not a bad person for what I did 
or the choices I made or what I went through, but it is not the choices I wanted for 
my children. I did not want them struggling and worrying and you know and I 
have to say, you know, knock on wood (laughter) ... [the oldest] is going to be 23 
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in September and [the youngest] just turned 17. So for the most part I've got 
them past where I was. 
In describing her youngest, her pride is evident: 
I mean he has a learning disability, but he ' s excelling in other areas ... he got an 
award for electronics ... and they are actually talking about him being a teacher' s 
aide for electronics this year. ... [He] is on track to graduate this year, I'm very 
proud of him. 
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Trudy openly discusses her fear that her daughter might become a teen mom, but 
made no mention in our conversation of her concerns or dreams for her sons, or the role 
they might play in the cycle of teen parenting: 
My daughter has had a boyfriend for almost two years now and I'm scared that 
she ' ll follow the same footsteps as me and become a teen mom .. .. at her age. 
She ' s only 15. So that's what I am scared about, but I always stop by at the health 
unit, and grab condoms .. . and she' s also told me that she doesn' t want to be 
pregnant until after she figures out where she' s going to be going in life .. . so that 
made me super happy to hear that. 
On the other hand, Christine was very open with her two children as to her 
experience of being a teen mom and made sure her sons were well aware of birth control 
and the consequences of early parenthood. "I think my kids and I probably talked about 
everything . .. and they knew what it was like. [My oldest] knew that I didn 't spend years 
with him." Both of her children graduated from high school, went on to college and 
careers and both live in other communities. Her oldest is working in the north and her 
youngest is currently attending university finishing off a degree. 
For Kathy, the one participant who is a grandmother, the news of her daughter' s 
pregnancy was a shock, but she was adamant that her daughter would finish school. 
Today she glows with pride at her daughter' s success: 
-the oldest, she is good. She was always really ... all her report cards and stuff 
when she was growing up was always that she was just so peaceful and calm and 
sweet.. .. she graduated and then she moved out. And then right away she went 
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and got her upgrading at the college and now she works full time at the hospital. 
She ' s won a bursary, she ' s very good . .. Yes.. .she does very well. And I get lots 
of compliments about her. And although she probably wouldn't like to say that I 
helped her, it was a struggle, but I am so glad she went back. I couldn ' t be more 
proud of her. She ' s a better mom than anybody I know that ' s my age. 
And she is equally proud of her son: 
He was with me until he was about 12 or 13 and then he moved with his dad. He 
didn't graduate, he went to grade 11. And then he wound up moving back to 
town a couple years after that. But he 's worked and he ' s a good man. Very 
respectful and he works and he is an apprentice mechanic. 
Sharon could not be more proud of her oldest son: 
He is involved with everything. He ' s [on the] emergency response team, like any 
earthquakes or anything major that goes on he ' s there, he's a first responder, he's 
in the choir, he's a council member now and a youth council member rep ... and 
he ' s now our drum and dance leader. 
But not a11 of their children have met with success in school or life. Brianne ' s 
oldest son is still trying to complete Grade 12 and she readily admits, "his accident.. .has 
kind of derailed him." Trudy' s oldest son is not attending school and has not for almost 
two years. And Kathy laments the situation that she fmds herself in with her youngest 
son: "we11, he ' s been out of school for a very long time ... I cry about it every day. But he 
has issues . .... and it sucks ... but we're working on that." 
Adolescent Developmental Tasks 
It is evident that these women mastered the developmental tasks from adolescence 
into adulthood as they all are productive, self-sufficient members of their communities. 
Olsen (2005) stated that young mothers had been "thrust into the world of adults without 
any preparation" (p. 94) and this reality was recognized by the women in this study. 
Brianne commented: 
You 've gone from being a kid to having a kid there was no in between ... . I didn ' t 
have a chance to go through the normal, you date somebody, you breakup, you 
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get over it, you find somebody else ... and it was .. .I got pregnant the first time I 
had sex. You know . .. so .. .. You didn't know that? ... Ya . . . first time I had sex. 
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Trudy talked about the fear she had at being so young in taking on the responsibility of a 
family: 
... scared because [my boyfriend] was in college and financially, me being a 
teenager, not being ready urn..... not knowing how we are going to support our 
baby uh . . .. where we were going to live, you know, as a family. 
Sharon wrote in her class journal, "Having a child while you are still a child yourself or 
when you'd like to be out every weekend with your friends is just too complicated." 
As Sadler, Swartz, Ryan-Krause, Seitz, Meadows-Oliver, Grey and Clemens 
(2007) stated, a teen mother' s dual role as an adolescent and a parent requires much 
support so that she can "attend to [her] own adolescent developmental tasks while taking 
on complex maternal roles and responsibilities" (p. 123). Sadler et al. also believed that 
success in this dual developmental process required the support of family, and also 
"specialized teen parent support programs" (p. 123 ). 
Summary 
Motherhood, by all of the participants, was seen as a valued social role and they 
took their responsibilities very seriously. For some, being a full-time mother was more 
important than completing their education as priorities and options changed when they 
made the decision to keep their babies. For others, becoming a teen mom motivated them 
to complete high school and pursue post-secondary training. In spite of efforts to 
improve their educational and socioeconomic status in order to provide for their children 
and lead lives of choice, four of the five women still live lives filled with personal and 
financial challenges. All of these women shared interesting perspectives on their 
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competencies, opportunities for success and personal satisfaction. I believe they feel 
most successful at motherhood and this is witnessed in the pride they have in their 
children and their accomplishments. Unfortunately, too many of these women do not see 
themselves as successes in the other aspects of their lives and the roles they play. As I 
wrote in my journal, "I had hoped they were being humble, but I fear they are just 
hollow." Do I see these women as successful? I most certainly do, for they are positive 
women who were actively determined to cope with their circumstances and tried to create 
better lives for their children. They have overcome both foreseen and unforeseen 
obstacles and are responsible, resourceful, independent women, and although they have 
survived I would not say they are all thriving. Their resilience, however, should not be 
underestimated and their will to be independent is just as strong. 
Independence 
As previously noted, independence does not mean going it alone, but rather being 
confident, assertive, responsible and autonomous. It includes having a sense of control 
over one ' s behavior, life and environment and having freedom and choice. Ironically, 
early parenthood sometimes offers a chance for independence as it enables a young 
mother to redefine herself and provides her with a sense of purpose, as she now has a 
child dependent on her. Although "parenthood runs contrary to the cultural ideas of 
' freedom ' and ' independence"' (Alldred & David, 2010, p 29), the responsibility of 
motherhood motivated these five women to learn new skills and gain confidence in order 
to secure more certain futures for themselves and their children. Whether or not the 
needs of belonging or mastery were being met, these women showed a great will to be 
independent. 
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Education 
For most of the participants, education, in general, was seen as a way out of 
unhealthy relationships, dependence on welfare and limited career opportunities. Not 
only was education a means of gaining independence in the long run, but school offered 
an opportunity for independence each and every day; attending school gave the young 
women a chance to develop as individuals and have control of their life if only for a few 
hours each day. As Brianne explained, it was a "safe haven". For her, "education was my 
way out of an abusive relationship"; but it was also a double edged sword because "he 
saw education as a threat" which lead to more abuse within the relationship. Sharon 
talked about appreciating that the teen parent program enforced the school rule that 
required visitors to report to the office which meant that her partner could not spend time 
around the building. This provided her with the time and space to be herself and focus on 
her self-esteem and identity needs. 
It would appear through the conversations with these women that education was 
but a small step leading towards autonomous lives. High school graduation, however, is 
a goal they have set for their children in promoting their independence. 
Independent Living 
For these young women independence manifested itself in many ways, the most 
obvious being the need to live independently from their parents. Perhaps in the 
developmental stages of adolescence to adulthood this is one of the most obvious steps. 
Brianne moved out of her parents ' home and into the teen parent residence when she was 
pregnant because she thought she had shamed her family. She was willing to take 
responsibility for her actions and be as independent as she could be at fifteen: 
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I moved out of my parent's home. I was living in the teen mom residence. That 
was another huge support as well. A lot of the girls there were kicked out of their 
parents ' homes. I wasn' t. I chose to go because I thought I had shamed my 
parents and they were ashamed of me and what not and so I thought that I should 
leave. It wasn 't until a few months later, I think [my son] was about three months 
old .. that urn I moved back in with them. 
For the most part, leaving their parents' homes did not mean living on their own, 
but rather with their partners, which for four of the five women was the father of their 
children. Brianne, who had moved back in with her parents when her son was two 
months old, moved out of their house and in with her boyfriend by the time their son was 
five months old. Christine moved out of her father 's house and in with her new 
boyfriend when her son was one. Trudy and her partner, who had been living together at 
his mom's house, moved into their own place a week before their son's first birthday. 
Kathy moved in with her boyfriend almost immediately upon discovering she was 
pregnant: 
I had started living with my boyfriend at the time .. .. struggles at home with my 
mom being an alcoholic kind of. . .I just stayed. Actually he was staying with his 
mom and they had a little apartment and it was just across the street so it was just 
very convenient to spend lots of time there. And then once I had [my daughter] , I 
had a crib there. I also had a room at home . .. . but most of my time was spent 
there and then I totally moved in and then his mom moved out ... But we were 
crammed in one room ... a crib, a stroller, a bed, us. 
During her Grade 12 year, Sharon and her boyfriend and their son moved out of her 
parents ' home into their own place. This was not necessarily her wish as she had 
previously written in her journal: 
I love my son ever so much but I'm too young in the heart to live the rest of my 
life with his dad .. .I want to live on my own (with my son), but I'm too scared. I 
don ' t want to live with my mom. I know I'm old enough, I just don 't know what 
to do. I don ' t like taking advice from anyone because I want to do this on my 
own. I wish it wasn ' t so complicated. 
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Unfortunately, for three of the women, living with their partners resulted in years 
of struggle in an abusive relationship. Becoming a mother had already catapulted each 
young woman into adulthood, without the experience of attaining the maturity or power 
to have control over her life. Being younger than their partners, and not yet adults, they 
had little power or control over their circumstances. As Brianne admitted: 
I was in an abusive relationship. He had control. I was 15 years old ... . You know 
I was ... under his thumb. He saw education as a threat. I didn ' t see any of this 
until years later when I finally left. 
Given her experience and that of some of her friends, she also suggested that spousal 
abuse was likely very high in teen mothers ' relationships: 
... unfortunately, I'd be willing to bet at least eight times out often there is some 
kind of abuse or control issues that are involved with a teen mother. I would be 
willing to bet that because most of the time the guys are older and why are they 
going after the younger girl? - ' cuz they are not independent, they are not free 
thinking yet, they can have that control, uh they' re not old enough to go to the 
bars yet and do their own thing. 
She also believes it is important that those who work with young mothers openly discuss 
the issue of relationships and love and control: "making girls understand especially at that 
age that you don ' t have to ...... don ' t give up your control. You know that that other 
person- control isn ' t love." 
If the needs of belonging and mastery are met, then the power to make decisions 
comes naturally if one has the opportunity to do so. In time, two of the women found the 
power to leave their partners. Brianne, who lived with her boyfriend for three years, 
disclosed that the abuse began shortly after they moved in together. She never reported it 
as it just was not something people were talking about: 
You know and there ' s things like this, like teen pregnancy, abuse, physical, 
emotional, mental- they're all kind of pushed to the wayside like you don't talk 
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about it ... .I hid it from my parents. I hid it from a lot of people because I was 
ashamed, because I thought it was my [emphasis added] fault. 
In a follow-up email she explained why she did not share more information with the 
adults who were supporting her: 
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... back then when I was living it, I didn ' t trust you enough to confide the whole 
truth. Sure maybe you had seen things but you ' d never been through it. Now it' s 
different. But protecting my secret and living with the shame of what was 
happening to me was more important than getting help, until I fmally realized it 
was no way to live. Oh, I know it wasn ' t my fault. I didn ' t make him hit me, but 
at the time I believed all the bull he was spewing. 
It was only when she physically removed herself from her boyfriend ' s home because her 
parents needed her to be with them in Vancouver when they both were having 
chemotherapy treatment that she knew she would be able to leave him: 
I was gone for two months, came back . . . then my parents passed away a month 
apart ... it was about two weeks before my dad died that I walked away for good. 
He had been pissed I left to be with my parents and also knew his hold was done. 
Kathy lived with her partner for almost ten years before she left, and admitted that 
she had been thinking about leaving and making a plan to do so for almost two years 
before it actually happened: 
And I knew I was going to leave probably for two years when the kids were ... 
Like well .... the third one ... he was quite young; he was only two; he was still 
in diapers. And I knew even when I had him, or when I was pregnant with him 
that I was going to leave. But he wouldn ' t leave me alone with any, the three kids 
at one time and I wasn' t going to leave without all of my kids .... Like I planned on 
getting out. . . and then it was like an escape (laugh) .... I'm like "Perfect he ' s gone 
for the weekend, I'm going to get my stuff and I'm going." ... . so ... .. last minute 
he took one of the kids ... . He always had that hold, . ... Because I knew if he just 
left me alone for a couple of hours I was gone .... I had a plan. It was done. But-
it was always ... "Oh I'm taking one of the kids" and I don ' t know if he knew that 
or he sensed that . . .. But he took at least one of them because he knew I wouldn' t 
leave without the three kids and then the day I left, was ... I just gave up .... I got 
home from work cleaning houses, two houses that day. I got home, he got mad 
about something and Ijust had enough ... and he was a bit of an abusive, too, 
right. So ... he had thrown me on the floor or something and then ya that was it. 
That was the day I left. I grabbed [the youngest son]; and the two kids were in the 
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living room and I said, "I will be back." And then he gave up that day, too 
because he knew I was done . 
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. . .. I just knew that if I had that time to get away from him .. . in that, the last 
probably in the, in the last year that I was with him, I just knew, I'm going. As 
soon as I have all my kids together and I just gotta do it. It was hard . .. .. When I 
was in the Transition House after I left him I knew after the first four days 
because I had never stayed more than probably three or four days and I knew after 
that fourth day that I would never go back and never did. 
. . . . Once I had the power back, then I just did it. And it was hard . You know, 
three kids, found a little apartment. I had nothing ..... . I regained my ... power or 
strength or whatever. I don't know if it was strength, but it was just. .. I wasn ' t 
going back. 
Fortunately, as the years have passed, these women have become more confident 
in their abilities to control their lives and environments and recognize the power and 
strength of character they possess. Only one of the women is currently living with an 
abusive partner, and just recently this abuse has become public knowledge within the 
family; she now has the support to make the next step in dealing with the abuse. 
Financial Independence 
Becoming financially self-sufficient is almost impossible for a young mother, 
given her age, lack of education and training and her desire to spend time with her child. 
All of these women were financially dependent on their families, their partners and band 
or social service agencies so that they could attend school or work. In trying to become 
more independent in providing for themselves and their children, many of them had to 
work and this sometimes interrupted their schooling. 
Christine worked and attended school from the time she discovered she was 
pregnant because she was motivated to be self-sufficient in providing for her child. 
Determined and proud, she set out to be indebted to no one. "I figured if I was going to 
keep [emphasis added] that baby I might need a job one day." Not even major surgery 
after the birth of her son kept her from returning to both school and work. She knew that 
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she needed to ' have money for a baby' and a week after her surgery she went back to 
school during the day to complete her grade 10 and worked at her part time job from four 
to midnight. Continuing to work, she completed her Grade 11 and 12 through an 
alternate school program and met graduation requirements. At this point, she switched 
her work to a daytime schedule and attended the college at night. Most of her income 
went to paying for her son ' s "daycare all day and a babysitter all night". The higher cost 
to her, however, was not having very much time with her son. She suggests that 
comprehensive teen parent programs offer employment opportunities that enable young 
moms to work and to spend time with their children. 
In striving for independence, Brianne left her parents ' home and moved in with 
her boyfriend. Three years later she left the abusive relationship, moved out on her own 
and eventually moved to another community to go to university. In trying to become 
independent and raise her children as a single parent, however, she found herself 
struggling to make ends meet. Brianne, who understood that education was a means to 
financial independence actually found that her pursuit of a university teaching degree 
lead to just the opposite: 
I came here to go to university and become a teacher. And it just didn ' t happen. I 
am actually still drowning under the student loans from that. And I will for the 
rest of my life ... .I mean I still owe thousands and thousands. How do you get 
under that, get out from under that to pay for more schooling, to get a better life 
when you are living cheque to cheque? 
I didn ' t realize moving so far away from [my home community] - you know been 
there all my life- I had never been here before- I didn' t know anybody and I 
isolated myself and losing that support network - was going to be so hard. I 
basically dropped out of university. I did go back and get my pharmacy 
technician but then I couldn 't find work here. I had to move . .. and I couldn ' t 
afford to do that. 
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Kathy never returned to school after the birth of her second child, eleven months 
after the arrival of her first, because she had to work. "I cleaned houses. I cleaned 
offices ... Anything that I could get my hands on . . . Worked at the bingo hall." Financial 
independence was important to her. "I've been independent for a very long time. Even if 
it' s not. .. I mean I was independent back then. We were being subsidized from welfare. 
But nope, as soon as I moved out and had my kids, I worked." 
Trudy, who has had a partner to share the financial responsibilities with for the 
past nineteen years, remembers being on income assistance for a very short period of 
time, "not even about six months", when they were new young parents. After the birth of 
her first child she was able to get seasonal work during the summer, and relied on family 
for child care. Over the years, she also worked occasional jobs as she could find them. 
"I worked at . .. cleaning people' s houses with a good friend of mine." Once she had 
more than one child, however, she generally devoted her time to full-time motherhood 
and relied on her partner to fmancially support the family. She has not given up on 
becoming financially independent, however, as she sees herself as "a stay at home 
mom ... stilllooking for a job." 
As supportive as Sharon' s family was in moving to town with her so that she 
could finish high school, she was dependent on them and the circumstances placed a 
financial burden on the family. She recalled, "The band would not sponsor me because I 
was living with my parents." Once she moved in with her boyfriend, however, Sharon 
could access band funding; "we had to keep appealing for the band to sponsor me to stay 
in school, to pay for rent and the allowance and stuff like that." This funding continued 
after she completed high school and started college. When she was pregnant with her 
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second child, she dropped out of college, and because her partner did not work, she 
became the family ' s main source of income. As she stated, "Even when I went to, even 
when we moved back to [our community] I was the main supporter .... I worked ... . and 
worked and worked and worked and worked." While she held down several different 
jobs over the years, her partner worked "just odd jobs off and on until just recently." 
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Becoming financially independent is difficult when the jobs available are level 
entry, minimum wage jobs. Trudy is the only participant who has had the ongoing 
support of a partner right from the time she was first pregnant. Four of the women, 
however, both in the days when they were new mothers and in their lives since, have 
taken on more responsibility in providing fmancially for their children than have the 
fathers of the children. If lucky, the women had partners who would at least stay home 
and look after their children while they worked. In spite of the fact that the fathers of the 
children were older and better positioned to work full time, it appears they chose not to, 
and it was the mothers who were motivated to improve their standard of living. 
These five women did not fall in to the welfare cycle often associated with the 
stereotypical teen mother and promoted by statistics that often correlate high rates of 
welfare dependency with early parenting. For many of them, fmancial assistance was 
limited to a very short period of time in their lives and tided them over lean times. It was 
also more likely that it was income assistance applied for by their older partners than 
financial support provided by the Ministry of Children and Family to the young moms 
themselves. As Christine stated, when she needed short term financial support, it was not 
forthcoming, and she was not willing to commit herself long term to the care of the 
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Ministry. Brianne was aware of other teen mothers who did end up in the cycle, 
however: 
I don 't know how it started or where it started or whatever, but a lot of people 
were - before welfare made changes, you could be on welfare forever. You just 
fill out your paper and say you are looking for work and that was good enough. 
So some people got dependent on it and they found ways around the system, so 
you know I mean there was always things going on. But anyway - you know your 
got threatened of getting kicked off welfare so what was the answer? -have 
another baby ..... Babies three years apart. What's the welfare limit? Three 
years ... and then you have to go looking for work. 
Her experience with friends was that the cycle was repeating itself in the next generation: 
... go on to welfare, start having babies or get pregnant, drop out of school. I 
don' t know the order, but it happens. And then your child- you grow up seeing 
this. Mom gets a cheque in the mail every month and she still gets to party like a 
rock star or whatever, you know .. .I ' m going to do it. 
In spite of the initial dependency on their families or partners, these teen mothers 
were all motivated to provide better lives for their children and recognized that fmancial 
self-sufficiency as a means to that end. 
Summary 
Independence as seen by society generally means having autonomy and becoming 
self-sufficient. Leaving a parents ' home and setting up one's own home is a rite of 
passage into adulthood, but for these young mom 's it was not necessarily the attainment 
of independence; it was just a change in living circumstances. Everything about 
independence and having control and freedom and choice seems contradictory in the lives 
of these women: keeping their babies committed them to a life with dependents; leaving 
their parents ' homes sometimes found them stuck in unhealthy relationships; career goals 
were cut short by a lack of financial support; entry level jobs lead to lives of financial 
challenge and instability. Although they had choices, their opportunities were limited. It 
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is ironic, that twenty three years later as her youngest is about to graduate, Brianne says, 
"So I'm regaining my independence and it's a good thing, too" considering that she has 
taken responsibility for her life choices since she was 15. 
There is no doubt that each of these women took the role of motherhood seriously 
and took responsibility for their decision to parent long ago. Motherhood thrust them in 
to a new role and they gave up their independence to protect and provide for their 
children; it was an affirming experience and they generously gave of themselves to raise 
their children. 
Generosity 
Generosity involves giving to and helping others, and includes caring, sharing, 
empathy and support. It means knowing that you have a purpose in life. For the 
participants in this study, motherhood and the responsibility of providing for their 
children gave them a sense of purpose and direction. All had a strong desire to build 
positive futures for their children and they hoped to support their children in avoiding the 
struggles they themselves had faced. Motherhood for them is a valued social role and 
nurturing their children is just one aspect of their generosity. 
As new mothers they were not only caregivers to their children, but supports to 
other young moms. As mentioned earlier, these young women supported each other at 
school and in community programs. They helped one another emotionally and 
practically when they were young moms negotiating the uncertain world of parenthood. 
As Brianne stated, they "learned to really rely on each other for strength and 
support .... [and] came to each other's defense." 
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Most of the women in this project did not have the opportunity to access the 
infant/toddler daycare as it was not built until after their time in high school. Some of 
them, however, helped raise awareness for the need for a daycare associated with the 
school teen parent program and actively fundraised for the center: 
... it was a group effort and it was to get a daycare in to the high school for the 
students. So we started fundraising and everything because the government said 
if you come up with this much money, we' II come up with the other half or 
whatever it was. So we did raffles and whatever we could to try and get this 
money. (Brianne) 
When their children reached school age, every one of the young women 
participated in their children ' s pre-school or elementary education and volunteered where 
they could. They saw themselves, as did the schools, as active, involved parents. They 
were welcome and they belonged and because of this they gave of their time to others. 
For some this time was limited, but they did what they could between jobs and college 
courses. Christine "would go to school and read in the kindergarten class . . . do the library 
reading .. . whatever they needed help with". When her oldest started kindergarten, 
Brianne was "there as much as I could be because I was working". By the time her 
second was in school, she had moved to a larger community and was in her second year 
of university transfer courses, so she found it difficult to spend time at her children ' s 
school, although she always attended parent teacher interviews, and volunteered for field 
trips and carnival nights when she could. As her youngest had an Individualized 
Education Plan she met regularly with his teachers. As she noted, "I didn't always have 
time to volunteer in class but tried to be there afterschool to pick them up and would do 
what I could." Kathy volunteered "doing music and drama ... [in the] after school 
activities" and she saw herself as an essential factor in her children ' s success at school. 
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"Oh I went to all parent teacher interviews, I helped at the school. I was always .... he 
didn' t like going to school and I would walk him there every day. So .. . I was really, 
really needed." She saw school as important for her children; "For my kids it definitely 
was because I wasn ' t able to get . .. to school or to have any support to go to school or 
nothing." Sharon was also actively involved with her children ' s education as she worked 
in both their preschool and elementary school classrooms. 
These adolescent women willingly put their dreams and aspirations on hold and 
made their children the priority in their lives. Jan Macvarish and Jenny Billing (2010) 
noted: 
There is little space in policy for the idea that some individuals may simply wish 
to have children young or, if they find themselves accidentally pregnant, may 
value the child ' s life over their own adolescent fulfillment and gratification. (p. 
63) 
Kathy commented, "Though I really wish I had stayed in school, it's not, like you say it 
wasn't a priority .... when you think about it, no it wasn't- because kids were my 
priority [emphasis added]." In follow up emails, Brianne wrote: 
I decided a long time ago to put them first and get them through school, past 
where I made it and not become parents along the way. I've done it and now 
we ' ll see what they do with their lives. I've done pretty much nothing with my 
scholastic skills and I'd give anything to be able to give them to my sons. I've 
just been a mother my whole life and worked menial jobs that I could have done 
with a lower skill set. It' s really not fair. 
Interestingly, each of these women has or had dreams of going in to a helping 
profession: teaching, nursing, social work, early childhood education, first responder. 
Their lives may have taken detours, but they have not been derailed. In agreeing to 
participate in this study, they once again demonstrated their desire to give to others. In 
our conversations, every one of them offered to give of their time in the future to be 
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involved in programs that support young moms today; they offered to be the role models 
and experts in the reality of the decision to parent young and the need to take 
responsibility for one ' s choices. They offered to speak to young pregnant and parenting 
moms if the invitation was ever made. Trudy's message would be: " if I was to go there 
and talk to them and say how old I was and how many kids I have and how I don 't have a 
job and .... it would have been so much easier for me just to stay in school." Two of 
them suggested that perhaps we could turn the interviews into a book or "do a reality 
show . .. on past and present teen moms because there are so many in one area". The most 
startling revelation for me came from Sharon at the end of our visit. She told me that she 
was surprised when I had asked her to participate and had told her sister that she did not 
know that she had a story, and in contemplating the possibility, her words to her sister 
were, "I have a story? I have a story." At the end of our conversation when I asked her if 
she had anything more to add, in a very quiet, emotional voice she uttered these two 
words, "Thank you." These women feel strongly that their voices need to be heard and 
their stories need to be told; they want their stories to be both inspirations and warnings 
to others who may follow their path. Although they are courageous and resilient women, 
the decisions they have made and the roads they have travelled have not been easy. 
Barriers to Education 
As important as education was and is to these women, it was not always the 
priority in their lives. The obstacles that prevented the young mothers from attending or 
returning to school ranged from the easily fixable to the complex and complicated; from 
bus passes to controlling partners to health issues and family crises. 
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Transportation 
Providing school and community programs to support pregnant and parenting 
youth and daycares to care for their children are well intentioned, but are only useful if 
the young mothers can easily access them. Both the cost of transportation, as well as the 
hassle of it, can be prohibiting factors. Kathy remembered the difficulties she had in 
getting to school: 
Oh, you had to take a bus, and the stroller and just all the preparations to get out 
of the house with a newborn, or with a young baby and get on the bus and at the 
time the bus did not have ... stuff- you know there was nothing to put a stroller 
on ... The accessibility was not how it is now where you can just roll on with the 
stroller, so . .. and the school was a little bit far from where I lived. So 
transportation was a little difficult. 
Trudy also commented on transportation being an issue; "I was in school for a 
few months I believe. And it was just hard travelling back and forth ... .it had to do lots 
with the transportation wise urn why I didn ' t stick with it also." More than once she 
mentioned the convenience and appreciation of receiving bus passes or rides to get her to 
and from prenatal or pregnancy outreach classes. She also mentioned the lack of money 
as a factor: "Distance of travel and also just the use of ... urn like the daycares ... urn 
money ... once again ." 
In trying to live lives independent from their parents, some of these women chose 
employment over education. The need for money necessitated work over school for 
many of them. More than once Kathy mentioned that she "had to work ... .I had to 
survive." Christine mentioned in a journal in 1989: 
I started babysitting days to help get some money. I enjoyed working again, but I 
miss school, too. My dad wants me to go to school, but we need the money right 
now, too. I'm looking for a full time babysitting job for the next month. I just 
hope it will be easier to go back to school next time. (I doubt it will, but it's nice 
to think it will.) 
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Even with a supportive partner, Trudy struggled to make ends meet: "he was going to 
school and working ... and it was hard for both of us ' cuz I was working seasonal also." 
In the end, however, it was the second pregnancy that took her away from school. 
Second Pregnancies 
Second pregnancies, whether planned or not, made attending school almost 
impossible. Although Trudy returned to school almost immediately after the birth of her 
first baby and finished off the school year, she did not return to school in September. "I 
figured I'd try when he was a little bit older ... and then I got pregnant again." Having 
her first two children within 24 months of each other put her education goals on hold. 
As much as Kathy admitted to not remembering much detail about her 
experiences as a new, young mom, she definitely remembered how difficult the early 
years were: 
I just remember always struggling with the 2 kids. Like having 2 babies; [the 
oldest] didn ' t even walk yet when I had [the second] .. . .I remember going to 
school, on the bus with the snuggly. I don ' t even know how I did it. 
It was a fast journey for me .. . as far as with your program. Because it was just-
Life had to happen and unfortunately ya. I can remember trying to go back 
. . . school and after having two kids it was just like .. .It felt like everything was 
impossible to get. .. to get to school, just to be there, to do this ... everything was 
just - felt impossible to do. 
Christine, who planned her second pregnancy, admitted that it definitely affected 
her plans to finish high school: "I was pregnant [again] ... So that was a bit of a slow 
down there ... .! managed to get almost finished and then had [him]." Given her 
determination, however, she returned to the alternate school in September and met 
graduation requirements by December. 
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Health Issues 
With parenting comes all the trials and tribulations of raising children, including 
childhood illnesses and health concerns, and with limited supports many of these mothers 
had to abandon school in order to care for their children. Brianne remembers the 
frustration of partially completing courses because she had to stay home with a sick child; 
"[he] had health problems when he was a baby, too. So you know .... you get 
disheartened because you get all that work done and then you can' t finish ." Sharon ' s 
schooling was interrupted by her son ' s serious illness. "The year I was going to 
graduate . .. we almost lost him ... He was diagnosed with a rare disease. They medevac 'd 
him right to Vancouver ... and we were there for a month or two." Although Christine had 
graduated, her second son ' s health grounded her at home and she was not able to 
continue her post-secondary schooling: 
I had to quit working when [he] was three ... because his lungs failed and he was 
on life support. Urn- so I took probably three and a half years off.. .. because he 
was always in the hospital. And so I went back to work when he was about six. 
Family Obligations/crises 
In addition to the responsibilities of parenting their own children, these young women 
also had family responsibilities and stresses related to their parents and extended families. 
Trudy describes a period of her life: 
Well it was a big job, I'll tell you. (laugh) Having one on your hand, one in the 
stroller, one on the backpack and being pregnant. Pretty much that's how it was 
for me .. . And then to bring up my brother' s little boy, also. 
Family illness and crisis also factored in to the women ' s ability to attend school. 
Brianne admitted, "there were other things involved why I ... why it took me that long to 
finish grade 10, 11 and 12 .... The biggest thing was my parents dying." As she admitted, 
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"I did finish a few courses and then my parents died. I kind of went off the deep end for a 
while." Clearly, there are many compelling and reasonable explanations why school was 
not always a high priority in their lives. 
Lack of External Motivation 
Sometimes the lack of family support or parental guidance, for whatever reason, 
left the women floating directionless, trying to make the best of their situations and 
unable to see a future beyond their immediate circumstances. Perhaps most surprising to 
me was the honesty of the women in stating that they needed someone to 'push' them, to 
advocate for them and force them to move forward. 
When asked what she would have needed to be able to go back to school, Kathy 
answered, "just having someone, some motivation behind - like you know, this is, 'you 
are able to do this' and there was nothing out there really that would push me to go I 
think .. .. No one and no thing." It was not only for continuing school that she needed 
support but also for leaving an abusive relationship. In spite of spending time at the 
transition house, she does not remember anyone asking the difficult, but important 
questions: 
I don 't know if I ever, if someone reaiiy sat and really motivated me or inspired 
me to ... for support to like leave him, leave him. But urn ... and yet the police were 
never called ... which is really weird and I don ' t know why. 
In hindsight, Brianne now has very clear ideas about what is needed to support 
young moms: 
Becoming a teen mom somehow seems to come with a new set of rules or I don't 
know ... definitely special circumstances and allowances have to be made but 
school should be thought of as a job? Not an option ... not just to keep welfare off 
your back. But teen or not, as a parent you have to suck it up and do things you 
don't like or are too tired to do but you do it for the future. And if you put it off 
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for whatever reason there will always be another reason holding you back time 
and time again. 
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Unfortunately I'm seeing more often the "poor me, I am a teen mom I have all 
these problems and the world owes me" that's bullshit. And I will call bullshit on 
that every time I hear it. It is such a fine line you have to walk because there are 
special circumstances and understanding and compassion is needed and certain 
allowances but there has to be some tough love mixed in. You don't want to 
alienate and chase them away from school but you also want to push them to 
graduate and go on ..... 
Alternate is a great starting point for moms but try to push them out the door back 
into regular school. I know everyone is different but if they are serious about 
graduating which they should be not just for their kids but for themselves that's 
where they need to be to finish I really believe that. Just as their kids need 
structure, guidance, deadlines, consequences etcetera so do we as adults/parents. 
Christine also echoed the sentiment that motivated young moms will do whatever 
it takes to finish school as long as the community had programs and support people in 
place for them. "I think it' s going to work for whoever wants to make it work .... I think 
that if somebody wants to finish school they' re going to do anything they can to finish . .. 
but we need to make sure we have what they need." 
Summary 
The overwhelming responsibilities of being new mothers, the complicated 
relationships and many roles they held as daughter, girlfriend, student, and mother, all 
conspired to make education only one of many priorities in their lives. Brianne 
acknowledged, "Graduation was always my goal. It always was. At that time I was 
dealing with the other issues with urn .... You know, I mean I was 15, a brand new 
mom . ... an abusive partner .. . I was also dealing with sick parents." Kathy admitted, "It 
was really hard ... just doing the whole .. .I don 't remember lots because I try to block stuff 
out . .. . I was probably crying when I came to school." In spite of their struggles, these 
women recognized that they were accepted and valued as mothers in our community. 
The community responded to their needs by providing a number of programs to support 
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the healthy development of both the young moms and their children through all stages of 
their pregnancy and parenting journey. Although they had people in their lives who 
cared and whom they trusted, there were still gaps in services. My concern for the young 
mothers of today is that many of the supports identified by the women in this study no 
longer exist in our community. If we as a society truly value motherhood, then it is our 
duty to recognize and support that role, regardless of the age of the mother. Despite the 
negative outcomes often associated with teen pregnancy and parenthood, these five 
women do not represent the teen mother stereotype often envisioned by the statistics: 
they are not in the cycle of welfare dependence; they are not all grandmothers of another 
generation of children of teen parents; and, for the most part, their children are in school 
and experiencing success. 
When teen mothers, their families, communities, schools, social service and 
health agencies work together, the possibilities for success are greatly increased, and teen 
mothers can be seen "at promise" rather than "at risk" (CCL-The Learning Partnership, 
2009, p. 15), or as otherwise stated by Duncan et al. , (201 0), "teenage parenting may be 
more of an opportunity than a catastrophe" (p. 4). 
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Chapter 5: Recommendations and Next Steps 
The women in this study all stated that supports were and are needed to enable 
teen mothers to complete school and become capable, competent, responsible parents and 
positive, contributing members of society. All the women feared for present-day teen 
moms, as they believed there are fewer resources and supports for young mothers now 
than there were in the past. They advocated for more intensive, coordinated interventions 
to help young moms recognize the realities and responsibilities of parenthood, develop 
skills and address the challenges of doing so and achieve mastery and independence. The 
experience and value of becoming a mother cannot be underestimated and the resilience 
and strength of these young women needs to be recognized and supported, not 
stigmatized. These women and their children need to be seen as "more opportunity than 
catastrophe" (Duncan et al. , 2010, p. 21 ). In order to assist young parents and facilitate 
belonging, mastery, and independence, the following recommendations have been 
identified by the participants in this project as crucial supports. 
Inclusive/Flexible School Programs 
Education is a right for all children, and a community that accepts and respects 
teen parents as important and productive members of society offers the services they 
require publically and proudly. Brianne spoke most emphatically against social 
marginalization: 
You don 't want to isolate them .... you don't want to send them all to ... in one 
region to one school and that ' s where all the teen moms and the babies go and 
they are hidden away. Because what does that solve? Really? It makes them feel 
like ... you ' re an animal in a cage and they are poking sticks at you. Really, it 
does. 
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Community and school/education partnerships that include the core provincial 
education curriculum and an integrated approach to supporting the social, emotional, 
financial and personal needs of pregnant and parenting teens and their children were 
identified as being most helpful. Connecting the young parents to community service 
providers such as health nurses, daycare providers, social workers, youth mental health 
and addiction clinicians or violence prevention or employment counselors, within the 
context of the school program will build on the strengths that these young women 
possess. As young mothers are often connected to their school, a teen parent school 
program can act as a bridging program to the more extensive programs available in the 
community. In a multi-agency support model, with programs and people advocating for 
them, young mothers can venture forth and fmd the support and skills and confidence 
they need. If education and employment can be seen as components of parenting, and 
children can be seen as assets not obstacles, then young mothers are likely to be more 
motivated in reaching goals that will secure for them and their children more certain 
futures. As Formby, Hirst and Owen (2010) stated, programs that are needed are "a 
challenge to the dominant discourse of risk and deficiency that still dominates policy 
concerning teenage pregnancy and parenthood" and they "would advocate for a more 
supportive and inclusive policy environment that recognizes the diversity of experience 
(and need) among young parents" (p. 1 09). This fits with the new direction that 
education may be taking in British Columbia and the transformation of schools into 21 51 
Century Learning. In creating quality and equality for all learners, Kaser and Halbert 
(2009) believe the time has come for a new mindset in education, one that shifts from a 
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sorting to a learning culture and from focusing on instruction and teaching to building 
commitment, capacity and responsibility. 
Alternative schools and online courses allow for individualized, self-paced 
programming which enables a young mother to continue with her education while 
juggling the demands of early parenthood and family responsibilities. Christine chose this 
route because: 
It was a little more flexible .. .if by chance I was half an hour late for school it 
wasn ' t a huge issue. I could work at the programs and get my classes done faster 
than I could in regular .... So, it was a fast track through. 
The frustration and discouragement of semi-completed courses that Brianne encountered 
can hopefully be avoided by more flexible schooling options, even within the traditional 
school model: 
So it was really hard because I had worked all that time and because we weren ' t 
on a semester system so I was partially completed five subjects or whatever it was 
.. . and that was part of the reason, too- the stopping and starting- because you get 
so far and something happens and you can ' t complete it. 
Kathy thought that a part-time program might have better suited her needs, but noted that 
transportation and daycare were also crucial components: 
Something offered that you could just go for the afternoon it would have been 
way better. .... I believe if it was part time that probably might have been really 
easy for me because my kids were so young if it was just in the mornings or in the 
afternoons and somewhere for the children and then just transportation that would 
have been .. I would have probably done way better and stayed in school. 
The priorities ofhealth and employment can be balanced with the goal of high school 
graduation in a flexible education system. Given her circumstances, Christine thought 
"that there should be employment opportunities for young mothers that enable them to 
see their children once in a while." In making education a priority in her life, she had to 
work to afford daycare for her son, and as a result spent very little time with him during 
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his first few years, as he was always at one babysitter's during the school day and at 
another' s while she worked at night. As Amin et al., (2006) suggested, comprehensive 
school-based programs for pregnant and parenting teens are needed for "shaping their 
healthy development, stability, productivity, and long-term self-sufficiency and well-
being" (p. 174). 
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All of these women mentioned the importance of a teen parent school program 
that enabled them to bring their newborns to class as it enabled them to stay connected 
and provided them with a sense of belonging, security and worth: their role as both 
mother and student were valued. Brianne admitted that "being able to take [my son] to 
school with me because he was brand new .. . helped ... definitely." Christine appreciated 
not needing to fmd or fund daycare when she returned to school after having her son in 
April ; "I went back to your program when he was born, so daycare wasn ' t an issue 
[because] I could bring him to class." By September, she was registered in the alternate 
program and had found a private home daycare for her son. Sharon was not sure if she 
would have been able to continue school if the program did not exist. "Like without it, I 
don' t think I would have been able to . .. just being able to go there for extra help. . . like 
being able to bring [my newborn son] to school." With the establishment ofajoint 
funded community/school district infant and toddler daycare, young mothers have been 
discouraged from bringing their babies to school as they can be disruptive to the learning 
environment of other students. In spite of an inclusive philosophy, schools are not 
always able to be all things to all students, and although we have welcomed pregnant and 
parenting teens, the invitation does not extend to their children. The irony is that today 
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some schools house Strong Start programs and encourage community members to bring 
in their newborn to four year old children during the school day. 
The benefit of enabling new moms to bring their babies to school far outweighs 
the risk of losing them from the education system for years or perhaps forever. It enables 
the new mother to be both a caring and studious mother, expose her infant to 
socialization, and share her newborn experience with others. The chances of isolation, 
depression and low self-esteem are greatly diminished. In her role today, as a foster 
parent and an employee in the school system, Christine believes that encouraging new 
moms to return to school with their babies is important: 
I believe that a program in the school for when the babies are brand new. I think 
we lose a lot of them [teen moms] when they are brand new because they stay 
home with their babies ... so a room that they can go and do their studies and not 
have to leave [emphasis added] their baby in a daycare when it is brand new ... . a 
brand new baby, you don ' t want to just drop off and go right back to school. So 
we are losing those kids for three, four, six months and some of them never come 
back. 
There is no one answer, as Brianne stated, but there needs to be flexibility to support a 
young mom in continuing her education at whatever stage of her pregnancy or parenting 
JOurney: 
I was in your program throughout the years - as it morphed and took shape. So I 
was there at numerous stages through this change ... through my change. I was 
there when it was just a room with a table and you came and went and you 
worked on your program as you pleased. I was there when it was a split room and 
one half had the kids there and there was actually somebody there to watch the 
kids when you ran off to your class ... and also on the flip side of that, at that time 
I was the mom there trying to do school work and not socialize and I didn 't have 
my babies with me. So it was difficult at that point ... then I was, you know, just 
back in the regular school system, but relying on the daycare. Honestly, that 
worked for me. I am not saying that it is going to work for everybody. That' s the 
thing, no ... there is no one answer for everyone. 
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These women did not, however, recommend that their children always be part of the 
school program as it was unrealistic to believe that they could complete their high school 
education with their children on their laps. For this, they all agreed that affordable 
childcare was a necessity. 
Affordable Daycare 
Affordable, accessible daycare is an essential requirement to enable young 
mothers to complete their schooling, and, unfortunately, for three of the five women in 
this project, an infant/toddler daycare did not exist when they were trying to finish their 
Grade 12. Brianne identified childcare as one of the most important supports in enabling 
her to return to school full time: 
... the fact remains, daycare is the huge thing. Affordable daycare. That you 
know, I understand if you are going to school and if you are on welfare you get 
the subsidy, okay and that' s great...it is ... but .. , you know, I mean, it's, it' s a 
stepping stone to get you out of there. But definitely childcare is the biggest 
factor. 
Given that our community now has an infant/toddler daycare located near a school and 
sets aside spaces for young mothers who are registered in school, the challenge appears to 
be in getting them to use it. 
Multi-Agency Support 
Connecting young mothers to dedicated community agencies who can continue to 
support them into and throughout adulthood is crucial in ensuring the most positive 
outcomes. Most communities host many such organizations including, but not limited to, 
the health unit, parenting programs, social services, Strong Start programs, cultural 
friendship centers and employment development programs. The five women in this study 
all identified the importance of a Ministry of Children and Family funded support 
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program for pregnant and parenting teens that existed when they were pregnant or 
parenting. Over the course of their pregnant and parenting j oumeys, they accessed this 
program for a variety of reasons. It offered birth control education, options counseling, 
pre-natal classes, parenting classes, social events and personal and relationship 
counseling all under the supervision of well-trained and educated 
coordinators/facilitators. It was the key program that a pregnant or parenting teen could 
access that could meet many of her needs or direct her to someone who could. 
Unfortunately, due to government fmancial restraints, this program was cut many years 
ago. 
Trudy talks about the need for a gathering place for teen moms in our community 
today, a place they could call their own and "that provides information on everything." 
Christine believes it is important that a pregnant teen has someone to talk to about their 
options so that she can make an informed decision regarding the path she chooses: 
I think teens need a place to know the options .... We all know that they' re 
[abortion and adoption] there, but most of them are not thought of as to be 
acceptable ... .I think it important to know what your options are. Because keeping 
a baby as a teen is not ideal for everyone. 
For whatever reasons, a program to provide services specifically to pregnant and 
parenting teens is no longer seen as a priority in this community. Although there are 
programs in our community to support pregnant and parenting women, very few target 
teen parents as their clientele. Furthermore, public knowledge of these programs is 
limited. Sharon suggested that programs and agencies use social media to connect with 
pregnant and parenting teens. Trudy thought that bulletin boards in conspicuous areas of 
the shopping mall might be effective in advertising community programs. Most 
effective, however, would be face to face outreach work and personalized contacts. 
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Connections to Significant Adults 
Attached to programs that support young parents are the individuals hired to 
advocate for them. Connections to positive, supportive adults in the school setting and 
the community are key protective factors for youth. Some of the women in this study 
wished that there had been more strong willed, caring individuals who asked the right 
questions and forced them to deal with the issues that most hampered their personal 
development. They needed someone to listen and motivate them and help them move 
forward. This trusting relationship can only be built when young moms have the 
opportunity to spend quality time with significant adults in the community who are 
willing to listen to their dilemmas and concerns and support them in dealing with them. 
As stated earlier, and as paradoxical as it may seem, "Children ' s ability to separate and 
manage on their own is anchored in the degree of security of their attachments" (Brendtro 
et al. , 2002, pp. 55 -56). Independence is more achievable when one has strong roots 
from which to grow. If families cannot provide the foundation due to fmancial or 
personal circumstances, then it falls to the community to provide the foundation, as 
improving someone' s standard of living benefits the community as a whole. One of the 
coordinators of the MCF funded community program to support pregnant and parenting 
teens had been a teen mother herself, and this strengthened her connection to the young 
women and built trust automatically. As Brianne stated: 
. .. she herself was a teen mom, went back to school, you know became what she 
was- successful in what she was doing. I don' t know how you want to word that 
but she had been there. She knew what it was like and she could relate her 
experiences and give us, I guess more credible advice that we were more willing 
to believe .... a role model ... you know, that is somebody who was in our shoes 
but moved on and became something. She actually had a career and wasn ' t 
working at the 7-11 ... That was a big difference. 
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The right people, non-judgmental and caring individuals, in the right positions made a 
world of difference to these women when they were younger. They believe that the 
adults in trusting relationships with young moms will be more able to take a tough-love 
stand with young mothers and motivate them. The need for professionals to provide 
intensive and coordinated support was implied. Brianne recognized the difficulty that 
adults working with young moms might have, both personally and professionally with 
such a position, however: 
It is such a fine line you have to walk because there are special circumstances and 
understanding and compassion is needed and certain allowances but there has to 
be some tough love mixed in. You don't want to alienate and chase away from 
school but you also want to push them to graduate and go on. 
In retrospect, these women wanted young parents today to know that they need to 
take responsibility for the choices they have made and not rely on others to do it for them. 
As Christine explained: 
I mean you got yourself in that situation. You need to fmd a way make it work. 
That someone else is not going to be there to pick it up. Because now that is what 
we have; there ' s someone there to take over .. . How do we explain this? If you 
don ' t want to look after your kid for the night, you leave, and they [MCFD] will 
put your child somewhere and babysit it basically .. .. So you have all the freedom 
you want and very little [emphasis added] responsibility. 
Brianne more than once made reference to a popular reality show and the wrong 
message that she thinks it sends: "One thing that really really irks me about society 
right now is this frikkin ' TV show "Teen Mom" - glorifying it- it's on MTV. They have 
this group of girls that are . .. They have no idea of reality." Not once did these women 
use their decision to be a young parent as an excuse to do less or become dependent on 
social assistance. Both Brianne and Christine have strong opinions regarding young 
mothers today who use and abuse the social services system or play the 'poor me' role. 
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Individuals who are available to listen to the young women and develop 
relationships of trust will enable supports to be in place when a new mother has questions 
regarding her health and lifestyle or the healthy development of her child. Christine 
enlisted the help of a health nurse to look after her newborn for a week when she had to 
return to the hospital for surgery. Kathy wished someone would have talked to her about 
leaving her controlling, abusive partner years earlier: 
I'm just surprised like back then, there was not, no one ever talked to me about 
like this is not right. I didn't know any better. This is how I was . . .. There was not, 
there was information out there ... but not any, there wasn ' t enough ... there was 
just not enough support system . . .. Just having someone like to be able to talk to 
about, you know- 'This is not right' and you know 'Why are you even ... ? How 
come you can't go to school? How come he can ' t watch the kids?' There just 
wasn ' t ... . NO one was asking those questions. 
It is unfortunate that no one was able to provide the supports these young women so 
desperately needed to leave their abusive partners. Brianne admitted that she just did not 
trust anyone enough to "confide the whole truth" about the abusive relationship she was 
in and that protecting her secret and shame was more important that getting help. Sharon 
was able to keep her secret for more than sixteen years, and although it is no longer a 
secret and she has not been physically abused for months, she has yet to seek counselling 
support. Even if these women did not choose to disclose their problems, they did have 
significant adults in their lives on whom they relied for encouragement when they needed 
it. Perhaps if outreach workers had been available to meet the young women in their own 
homes more information might have been shared sooner. 
These women advocate for more outreach programs and workers to be available 
to support young mothers, in an empowering not dependent role. Making the effort to 
reach out to young moms at home and encouraging them to join in with others in the 
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community helps reduce the isolation and marginalization they may feel. These 
connections can make a world of difference in the life of a new young mom who finds 
herself ' stuck' at home and isolated from friends and family. A strong focus on building 
trusting relationships first might lead to positive outcomes. Today, if we are lucky, 
family support workers in school are available to do just that. In the past, health nurses 
made home visits to every home within the first few weeks of having a baby. Generally, 
however, young mothers today must be self-motivated in order to search out the supports 
that are available to them. Given their age and lack of experience, this may be asking too 
much of them. 
Transportation 
Accessing the programs in a community is the key to their effectiveness in 
supporting young parents. Providing transportation, either with a bus pass or door to 
door service, might make the difference between belonging and being abandoned. 
Supporting young parents when they are in need is not the same as building dependency; 
equitable access to programs is paramount to ensuring that they experience lifelong 
learning success and healthier lives and contribute to our community in positive ways. 
Over and over again, the women reported the challenges they faced in trying to get to 
school or to community programs, and many times, the challenges were more than they 
could handle alone and they stayed home. 
Most of these women did not have the choice to parent full time as they did not 
have the financial independence to do so, nor does our pro-employment, pro-education 
society condone full time parenthood as a role to aspire to; perhaps if education and 
employment were seen as components of parenting rather than competing values it would 
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be possible to have it all, and young mothers in particular, and all women in general, 
would not need to choose one over the other. Preparing young women to meet the 
demands of early parenthood and helping them navigate the perils of adolescent 
development tasks in tandem with the developmental needs of their children may be 
difficult. Instilling in them a sense of belonging in a society that sees them as assets, not 
liabilities, and enables them to pursue their dreams, ambitions and responsibilities, and 
leads to mastery, independence and generosity may be much easier. 
Mobilizing the Community 
Community members can be "powerful messengers of the research message" 
(CCL- The Learning Partnership, 2009, p. 18), so it is important that I share the fmdings 
of the research with others who, personally and professionally, care for the young 
mothers in our community. Bryan (2005) identifies the school counselor as already being 
actively engaged in partnership building, which naturally leads them to the roles of team 
facilitator, advocate and collaborator. It is in this position that I can facilitate and assist 
in coordinating an action plan to identify, improve and deliver the needed resources to 
support teen mothers to stay in school and complete their high school education. The 
National Dialogue on Resilience and Youth notes, "People want (and need) data and 
numbers, but they also remember stories of human interest that engage the heart. Stories 
can be the key ingredient for political communication" (CCL-The Learning Partnership, 
2009, p. 18). The community organizer model works well for schools when dealing with 
a community issue. In this model: 
people first tell their stories and then share them with others. The group develops 
a different vision of what might be possible and then takes collective action. It' s 
the difference between irritation - challenging others to act on something you 're 
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interested in- and agitation - challenging others to act on something they're 
concerned about. (Ferlazzo, 2011 , p. 13) 
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As Price (2008) states, "By teaming up, local educators and community leaders can forge 
a potent, positive conspiracy to help our children to strive for success in school and 
ultimately in life" (p. 13). There are challenges, however, in school-community 
collaborations. 
Successful school-community collaborations are dependent on the quality of the 
relationships between the people involved, as they must be willing to share both 
information and power, and be flexible and adaptable to achieve the goal. Navigating 
and negotiating personalities, mandates, funding issues and turf wars can be very 
challenging. (Anderson- Butcher and Ashton, 2004; Keyes & Gregg, 2001; Price, 2008). 
Another difficulty is measuring the effectiveness or success of a plan. "Blended 
and integrated purposes, and responsiveness to local conditions are identified in the 
literature as evidence of healthy collaborations, but they make systematic evaluation 
challenging, especially if the outcomes by which they are measured are limited and 
narrowly defined" (Keyes & Gregg, 2001 , p. 18). Measuring the effectiveness of a plan 
depends on what is being measured and some outcomes or impacts of school-community 
collaborations are very hard to measure quantitatively. Statistics on the number of teen 
mothers returning to or staying in school and meeting graduation requirements or 
monitoring the school readiness of children of teen parents entering school system are 
more easily accessed than the measurements ofthe effectiveness of specific people and 
programs in a teen mother' s life and the empowerment and validation felt by all involved. 
If we focus directly on the teen mothers ' success in accessing educational opportunities 
and meeting graduation program requirements we may be limiting the significance of the 
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protective factors that supported teen parents. Given that the children of these young 
mothers enter the school system within four or five years, it may be of interest to evaluate 
parental involvement and school success over two generations. Anderson- Butcher and 
Ashton (2004) caution that measuring the effectiveness of collaboration can only be 
determined after it has been implemented for several years, therefore collecting both 
qualitative and quantitative evidence over a long period of time may be necessary. In our 
community, where high tum-over rates and understaffing in key social service 
professions are a reality, it is hard to sustain long term relationships. In addition, the 
transient nature of some teen mothers may make it difficult to keep in contact with them 
and their children over the many years. Long term evaluation also brings with it the 
challenge of cost and who is going to pay for the evaluations, especially when the monies 
could be used for service delivery. 
In spite of the challenges, school-community collaborations allow for a broad 
range of intervention and prevention activities that have a direct impact on learning and 
school success for teen mothers. In addition, service providers are able to share 
knowledge and expertise which increases everyone's skills and services are streamlined 
and duplication reduced. Through collaboration everyone benefits. 
Undoubtedly, improvements and change are the result of action. Gathering 
together a group of people who care about the health and education of teen mothers and 
can play a constructive role in supporting the young mothers is the first step. Then the 
issues must be identified, information shared, goals set and action decided upon. This 
process of meeting and talking is in itself an action and may be as important as the 
ultimate goal: 
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the process may be an important product as the relationships and actions 
necessary to develop programs and conditions that benefit young people have the 
effect of expanding the fund of human and social capital necessary for productive 
living and healthy communities. (Keyes & Gregg, 2001 , p. 18) 
It is important to note that teen mothers themselves, both past and present, must be part of 
this group, for if collaboration is intended to benefit students then they must be part of the 
process. 
Although I am aware of some of the supports for teen parents that exist in our 
community, I cannot begin to describe most of them in any detail nor can I attest to their 
effectiveness in supporting teen mothers to successfully complete their high school 
education. Research is a process and as such the direction or focus of a school-
community collaboration steering committee will be directed by the information shared 
by the teen mothers in "The Stories Behind the Numbers" project. It is in the joining 
together for a common purpose that the steering committee will be able to set goals and 
plan for action in supporting teen mothers to stay in school and successfully meet 
graduation requirements. 
Researcher's Narrative 
Since first becoming involved with pregnant and parenting young women twenty five 
years ago, I knew that I wanted to complete a master' s program and share their stories 
with the community. Late in my career, I have had to the opportunity to do so. These 
five women are among the many that have shaped my career path and influenced my 
philosophy in education. I learned long ago that education is so much more than the 
lesson plans in the classroom; it is about supporting each student to reach his or her 
potential. This research was difficult at times and more than once I found myself in tears 
with the women as they shared their stories with me or in front of my computer screen as 
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I relived their experiences and tried to represent their words and feelings accurately. 
How can women who have survived so much feel so powerless? How do they see 
failure where I see resilience and strength? Why has it that their lives have been ones of 
challenge rather than choice? And why, when they have tried so hard, have they 
accomplished so little in a society that demands so much of them? 
I am hoping that in some small way I exhibit the leadership mindsets outlined by 
Kaser and Halbert (2009) and that by "combining intense purpose, a focus on deep 
learning, informed evidence-seeking, genuine inquiry-mindedness, and thoughtfully 
designed professional learning in the context of respectful and trusting relationships" (p. 
3,) that I can make a difference in the schools in our district and for the young people in 
them, whatever their circumstances. As Kaser and Halbert (2009) stated: "The 
application of the leadership mindsets are good for the leader, the school, and most 
importantly, for the learners- especially those who have traditionally been underserved 
and less than successful" (p. 3). In addition, the Circle of Courage philosophy has 
enabled me to identify the key components in my life that enable me to grow and to help 
establish these in the lives of those for whom I care, both personally and professionally. I 
believe strongly that every person in our school system deserves the opportunity to be 
successful and that there are no disposable kids in our society. 
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Conclusion: Final Comments 
Fostering resilience in youth, particularly teen mothers, so that they can 
successfully navigate the complexities of school, adolescence, motherhood and life, 
requires the collective effort of a number of individuals, institutions and agencies; in 
effect, it takes a whole community! "If the metaphor of the village is to resonate 
vibrantly in contemporary society, its principal and most urgent manifestation rests in 
rallying around the education and healthy development of the children" (Price, 2008, p. 
125). Research identifies healthy, caring relationships with significant adults as one of 
the most protective factors in enabling youth to reach their potential. Connectedness and 
relationship is what this work is about; not just between teachers and students, but 
between teachers and community professionals and agencies, and the community workers 
and the students. When we, as a community of learners and supporters, can consider 
teenage pregnancy and parenthood as an opportunity rather than a risk or deficit, perhaps 
we can help young parents improve their chances for a life of choice and success, rather 
than abandon them to lives of challenge. 
In sharing the stories of the teen mothers and identifying the key factors that 
supported them through their adolescence and high school education, I hope that I can 
motivate individuals, institutions and agencies to ensure that these resources exist in our 
community now and for future generations. These women are some of the strongest, 
most resilient women I have ever met and their voices deserve to be heard. 
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Appendix A 
The Stories Behind the Numbers: 
A Retrospective View of the School Experiences 
of Teen Mothers 
A M.Ed. Research Project by M. Marianne Wick 
UNBC Masters of Education Student 
Information Letter and Informed Consent 
What is the Purpose of this Study? 
105 
The purpose of this study is to explore the lived experiences of teen mothers who were 
once students in a school district teen parent program and to discover the specific 
supports that they now view as enabling them to continue their high school education. 
Increased knowledge about the supports that schools and community agencies can 
provide to teen mothers may lead to better life opportunities, both in the lives of current 
teen mothers and the lives of their children. I envision that the information presented in 
the findings from this study may inform decisions about teen parent support programs as 
well as educational practices affecting teen mothers in our community today. The 
meaningful involvement of former teen mothers in educating service providers, through 
the sharing of their personal experiences, has potential to lead to maintenance of or the 
addition of services offered. 
How Were You Chosen to Participate in this Study? 
As a former student in the school district teen parent program from1987 to 1995, you are 
being invited to participate. 
What am I Asking You to Do? 
Please read this Information Letter carefully. If you are willing to share your experiences 
as a teen mom in an informal interview, that will look more like a conversation between 
trusting parties than a question and answer session, and to have the interview audiotaped, 
please sign the consent form on the last page. We will arrange a time and place for your 
interview that is convenient for you. 
The interview/conversation may last between one and two hours; whatever time you need 
to share your story. I will record your story so that I can transcribe and review it for 
analysis. When I have transcribed our conversation, I will ask you to read the 
transcription and confirm that it is accurate. If you are interested in the questions I may 
ask, they are at the end of this form. 
There will be no other use made of the audiotapes and they will be destroyed upon 
completion of my master' s project, by June 30, 2013. 
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Supplementary data, as in letters, journal entries and assignments completed by you when 
you were a student in the program and collected by me at the time, may be used if you 
give your consent and we determine together that such use would be appropriate. This 
supplemental data will be kept in my possession or returned to you upon request. 
Who Will Have Access to Your Data? 
No one except me, M. Marianne Wick, will have access to the information from your 
interview with your name attached. My university supervisor, Dr. Linda O'Neill , may 
have access to your anonymous information to help me with my analysis. I will be 
recording and transcribing your interview myself, and so there will be no one else who 
reads your information. 
Participation in this Study is Voluntary 
You may choose not to participate in this study by simply ignoring this written invitation. 
If you choose to participate, you may withdraw from the study at any time. If you 
withdraw, none of the information that you contributed will be included in the study. 
Potential Benefits and Risks 
Your participation in this study will benefit me, as an educator who wants to learn from 
your experience. The study may also provide valuable information to school and 
community agencies that provide support to pregnant and parenting teens so that they 
continue or improve services to meet the needs of young mothers in our community 
today. I do not believe there are any risks to participating in the study, but if you 
experience any emotional or psychological distress, a list of local counselling resources 
in your home community will be provided to you. You may stop the interview at any 
time. 
Anonymity and Confidentiality 
Your anonymity will be protected because only I will have access to the information in 
your interview with your name attached. You may choose a pseudonym to identify you in 
my research report - individual names will not be used in any presentations, reports, or 
journal articles. Confidentiality is important to me because I will learn the most from 
your honest responses. Because your responses will be kept confidential, they will not 
pose any risk to your reputation. I recognize that it is difficult to assure anonymity in 
smaller communities, so if you live in such a community, I will work with you to ensure 
that no information presented in the final project or presentations can be linked to you. 
My supervisor is an expert in small community research so will provide support in this 
task. 
Information Storage 
All information from this study will be stored in a locked filing cabinet at my personal 
residence and on my password-protected computer. All data will be deleted or shredded 
by June 30, 2013 . The analyzed and integrated material used after this time will be in the 
form of presentations and/or papers that relate to the study but do not contain identifying 
information. 
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Questions or Concerns about this Study 
If you have questions about this study, please contact me or you may contact my master' s 
supervisor, Dr. Linda O 'Neill , at 250-960-6414 or by email at loneill@unbc.ca.Ifyou 
have concerns or complaints, you are encouraged to contact the UNBC Office of 
Research at reb@unbc.ca or 250-960-6735. 
How Do I Get a Copy of the Results? 
I will give you a copy of your conversation transcription to check for accuracy. At the 
end of the study I will provide you with an executive summary of the entire study if you 
so wish. If you are interested in reading my complete written report, I will send you an 
electronic version upon request. 
What Questions Might I Ask? 
The interview/conversation will start with an invitation to share your teen pregnancy and 
parenting journey. The most obvious question to start with is "When did you first discover that 
you were pregnant?" followed by "Then what happened?" 
In an effort to focus on the research question, "What are the key components required to support 
pregnant and parenting young women complete their high school education?", guiding questions 
during the interview may include: 
How old were you when you discovered you were pregnant? 
What was your reaction to the news? 
What were the reactions of your family and friends? 
Were you attending school when you found out you were pregnant? 
Why did you stay in/return to school? 
What and/or who helped make this possible? What supports did you need? 
What would have helped/better supported your schooling? 
What was missing in supporting your return to school or high school graduation? 
Why were you not able to complete your high school education? 
What were the biggest obstacles to completing your high school education? 
What is your best memory of being a teen parent/student? 
What is your worst memory of being a teen parent/student? 
If you could design a program to help teen moms in this community complete their high 
school education, what would it look like? 
Interviews will end with the question, "Is there anything else you would like to add?" and an 
invitation to contact me at any time if you have more to add. A follow up session will be offered 
if you so wish. 
Consent Form 
I agree to participate in the Stories Behind the Numbers: A Retrosp ective View of the School 
Exp eriences of Teen Mothers study as described on this Information Letter. I am agreeing to an 
audio-taped interview/conversation of up to two hours and the use of written data collected by M. 
Wick when I was in the teen parent program, if such use is appropriate. 
Signature: ______ _ Printed Name: Date: ---------- ----
0 I consent to the use of supplemental data that I have reviewed. 
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Appendix B 
Interview Questions 
The interview/conversation will start with an invitation to share their teen 
pregnancy and parenting journey. The most obvious question to start with is "When did 
you first discover that you were pregnant?" followed by "Then what happened?" 
In an effort to focus on the research question, "What are the key components 
required to support pregnant and parenting young women complete their high school 
education?" guiding questions during the interview may include: 
How old were you when you discovered you were pregnant? 
What was your reaction to the news? 
What were the reactions of your family and friends? 
Were you attending school when you found out you were pregnant? 
Why did you stay in/return to school? 
What and/or who helped make this possible? What supports did you need? 
What would have helped/better supported your schooling? 
What was missing in supporting your return to school or high school graduation? 
Why were you not able to complete your high school education? 
What were the biggest obstacles to completing your high school education? 
What is your best memory of being a teen parent/student? 
What is your worst memory of being a teen parent/student? 
If you could design a program to help teen moms in this community complete 
their high school education, what would it look like? 
Interviews will end with the question, "Is there anything else you would like to 
add?" and an invitation to contact the researcher at any time if they have more to add. A 
follow up session will be offered if the participants so wish. 
